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DISCLAIMER AND CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain of the statements included in this report, including those regarding our ESG-related initiatives, constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of 
the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements are made based on management’s current expectations and beliefs concerning 
future developments and their potential effects upon Charter Communications, Inc. (“Charter” or the “Company”) and its subsidiaries. Charter’s actual results may differ, 
possibly materially, from expectations or estimates reflected in such forward-looking statements. Certain important factors that could cause actual results to differ, 
possibly materially, from expectations or estimates reflected in such forward-looking statements can be found in the “Risk Factors” and “Cautionary Statement Regarding 
Forward-Looking Statements” sections included in Charter’s Annual Reports on Form 10-K and Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q. Statements regarding our ESG-related 
initiatives are subject to the risk that we will be unable to execute our strategy because of market or competitive conditions or other factors.

All forward-looking statements attributable to us or any person acting on our behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. We are under  
no duty or obligation to update any of the forward-looking statements after the date of first publication.

ESG metrics included in this report are reported as of December 31, 2021 (unless otherwise noted), have not been independently audited, are not prepared in accordance 
with GAAP, and may be calculated utilizing methodology and principles that differ from period to period. 

The inclusion of information in this report should not be construed as a characterization regarding the materiality or financial impact of that information. Please refer 
to our periodic and other filings with the SEC, which are accessible on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov and our website at ir.charter.com, for additional information 
concerning Charter, including information which is more current than that contained in this report. This report should be read in conjunction with our filings with the SEC 
and the other information we publish.

https://www.sec.gov/
https://ir.charter.com/
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Letter From  
Our CEO

At Charter Communications, we believe that serving 
our more than 32 million customers and supporting 
our more than 93,000 employees means going beyond 
delivering best-in-class Internet, TV, mobile, and voice 
services. It means being hyperlocal, from expanding our 
network to connect more homes and businesses, to the 
news we bring our viewers each day, to hiring a diverse 
and inclusive workforce and providing career opportu-
nities, and being active members of the communities 
we serve. Last year, we introduced Charter’s first Envi-
ronmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”) report and 
responded to the CDP Climate Change Questionnaire 
for the first time. I am pleased to introduce Charter’s 
2021 report.

Our ESG efforts continue to be structured in a com-
prehensive three-pillar framework to reflect how our 
business drives sustained value in a virtuous cycle. By 
investing in a highly skilled workforce, we are able to 
deliver a superior network that connects communities. 
The services we deliver are important in the lives of our 
customers and the communities we serve, which is why 
we established the following goals to help create long-
term value through sustainable connectivity:

• Drive efficiency by achieving carbon neutrality in our 
operations by 2035

• Continue to build a highly skilled workforce reflect-
ing the diversity of the communities we serve by 
increasing the starting minimum wage of all hourly 
employees to $20 per hour in 2022

• Provide better, safer connectivity and control for our 
communities by making our Advanced Home WiFi 
platform available to 100% of Internet serviceable 
homes passed in 2022, which allows customers to 
optimize their home networks with detailed visibility 
and control over connected devices

• Expand our network to provide high-speed broad-
band access to one million unserved and under-
served rural customer locations by investing over 
$5 billion over the next six years through our rural 
construction initiative

• Invest $30 million to improve 100 rural and urban 
community centers that provide job skills training 
over the next five years, benefiting 50,000 people 
in the communities we serve
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We made significant progress towards our goals in 
2021 and have achieved two of them early in 2022. We 
now offer a starting minimum wage of at least $20 per 
hour, including target commissions, and our Advanced 
Home WiFi product is now available to 100% of Inter-
net serviceable homes passed. Since our last report, 
we commenced our multiyear, multibillion dollar rural 
construction initiative, launched our philanthropic 
initiative to revitalize community centers in the com- 
munities we serve, and developed strategies to realize 
our carbon neutral goal related to electric energy effi-
ciency, renewable energy, and fleet fuel efficiency. 

This year’s ESG report describes Charter’s actions that 
support achieving carbon neutrality and the investments 
we make in the diverse communities where we operate and  

our employees live and work. We believe the information 
provided in this report demonstrates to all our stakeholders 
the important role these efforts play in Charter’s business 
strategy and how our performance in these areas contrib-
ute toward positioning Charter for continued success. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thomas M. Rutledge 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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Our ESG Approach

As a leading broadband connectivity company and cable operator, we create long-term value for our stakeholders 
through the efficient delivery of our services across our 41-state footprint. We recognize that by investing 
in a highly skilled workforce, we are able to deliver superior products and services over an advanced network 
to bring sustainable connectivity to our customers and their communities. 
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OUR ESG APPROACH

ESG framework

A Highly Skilled Workforce, a Superior Network, and 
Connected Communities underpinned by strong gov-
ernance constitute our ESG framework. These pillars 
define our ESG priorities, set a foundation for our ESG 
goals, and reflect important aspects of our overall busi- 
ness strategy.

Charter developed this framework in 2020 through a 
detailed review of leading ESG standards reflecting 
stakeholder priorities paired with feedback across 
the organization to identify and inform our approach. 
We began with an initial set of topics from a number 
of leading, industry-specific sustainability standards, 
including the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board (“SASB”). We combined these standards with the 
findings of a comprehensive peer assessment, existing 
programs at Charter, and a broad executive engagement 

effort across our business groups to identify ESG pri-
orities in relation to our operations. These topics were 
then validated by our internal ESG Operating Steering 
Committee (“OSC”) and Executive Steering Committee 
(“ESC”), as well as our Board of Directors (the “Board”), 
and subsequently synthesized into a cohesive approach 
that articulates our areas of focus (see ESG governance). 
In 2021, we reviewed our framework against recent ESG 
stakeholder developments to confirm our priorities and 
reporting approach, and to make sure our efforts and 
initiatives are consistent with stakeholder expectations 
and our objective to create long-term value through 
sustainable connectivity. 

We create long-term value by building sustainable connectivity through a virtuous cycle that begins with 
investing in a highly skilled workforce. Our workforce enables us to deliver superior products and services 
over an advanced network, connecting our customers and their communities.

Creating long-term  
value through  

sustainable  
connectivity

Governance
Superior Network

Highly Skilled W
orkforceC

on
ne

ct
ed

 C
om

munities
Connected Communities

» Investing in the
communities we serve

 » Protecting customer data, 
privacy, and security

» Expanding access to our
products and services

Highly Skilled Workforce

» Training and investing
in our employees to be
masters of their craft

 » Enabling a diverse and 
inclusive culture

» Focusing on a safe and
healthy workplace

Superior Network

» Continuously upgrading the resilience
and reliability of our network

» Investing in the efficiency of the network
to provide affordable services
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ESG metrics and targets
OUR ESG APPROACH

Charter has formalized a number of operating metrics within each pillar of our framework to track and measure per-
formance across our ESG focus areas. The table below highlights our efforts during fiscal years 2021 and 2020 (ended 
December 31, 2021 and 2020), unless otherwise noted. The table also summarizes our goals, which are set out in more 
detail in the report. We will begin reporting on metrics associated with our newly established goals in our 2022 report.

FOCUS AREA METRIC 1 2021 2020

Highly Skilled Workforce

Training and investing 
in  our employees to be 

masters of their craft

Total number of aggregate training hours 7.1 million hours 5.1 million hours2

Total number of learning experiences  
(e.g., courses) available at Charter

94,635 learning experiences 81,180 learning experiences

Total dollars invested in training $277 million $209 million2

Percentage of hourly employees who make 
at minimum $20 per hour

70% 55%

ACHIEVED IN 2022
GOAL: Increase the starting minimum wage of all hourly employees to $20 in 2022

Enabling a diverse and  
inclusive culture

Diverse representation by race and ethnicity3

Total diverse representation by  
race and ethnicity: 49%  
Black/African American: 21% 
Hispanic/Latino: 18% 
Asian: 5%

Total diverse representation by  
race and ethnicity: 48%  
Black/African American: 21% 
Hispanic/Latino: 17% 
Asian: 4%

Percentage of the workforce that is female 33% 34%

Focusing on a safe and  
healthy workplace Total recordable injury rate (“TRIR”)4 2.2 2.4

Superior Network
Continuously upgrading  

the resilience and reliability  
of our network

Dollar investment in infrastructure  
and technology

$7.6 billion $7.4 billion

Investing in the efficiency  
of the network to provide  

affordable services

Greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions  
from our operations

1,433,532 MT CO2e 1,474,549 MT CO2e

IN PROGRESS
GOAL: Reach carbon neutrality in our operations (scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions) by 2035

GHG emissions from our value chain5 1,007,783 MT CO2e 1,014,670 MT CO2e

 Connected Communities

Investing in the  
communities we serve Community centers improved

IN PROGRESS
GOAL: Invest $30 million to improve 100 urban and rural community centers that provide 
job skills training over the next five years

Protecting customer data,  
privacy, and security

Percentage of Internet serviceable  
homes passed where Advanced Home  
WiFi capability is available

Over 96% Over 65%

ACHIEVED IN 2022
GOAL: Make our Advanced Home WiFi platform available to 100% of Internet  
serviceable homes passed in 2022

Expanding access to our  
products and services

Additional homes and businesses  
provided with broadband access

1.1 million 1.1 million

Rural customer locations provided with 
broadband access as part of our rural 
construction initiative

IN PROGRESS
GOAL: Expand our network to provide high-speed broadband access to one million 
unserved and underserved rural customer locations by investing over $5 billion over 
the next six years through our rural construction initiative

1 Please see each respective section of this report for more information and methodologies for these metrics. Percent values are rounded to the nearest whole number.

2 Training hours and training dollars for the year ended December 31, 2020 have been updated to reflect current year methodology.

3 Total diverse representation includes all race and ethnicity categories (including Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, Native American/Alaska Native, and two or more 
races in addition to the categories listed).

4 The total recordable incident rate (“TRIR”) represents a measure of the Company’s safety performance and is calculated in accordance with OSHA’s methodology. 
Please see Focusing on a safe and healthy workplace for further details. 

5 Please see Understanding our sources of GHG emissions to read more about the value chain categories we include and an overview of our calculation methodologies.
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OUR ESG APPROACH

ESG governance

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee 
is responsible for oversight of the Company’s efforts with 
regard to ESG matters. The ESC and OSC are both chaired 
by Charter’s General Counsel and are composed of leaders 
from across our operations, including Accounting, Business 
Planning, Communications, Community Impact, Corporate 
Finance, Corporate Services, Diversity & Inclusion, Govern-
ment Affairs, Human Resources, Investor Relations, Legal, 
Network Operations, Policy, and Sustainability.

The ESC is composed of senior-level management respon-
sible for overseeing and determining the direction and 
ambition of key ESG program areas. The ESC oversees the 
work of the OSC to align our programs and disclosures 
with Charter’s values and business goals. In 2021, the ESC 
typically met monthly and the Company’s ESG and climate 
strategy progress was reported regularly to the Chairman 
and Chief Executive Officer and quarterly to the Nominat-
ing and Corporate Governance Committee. 

The OSC, which met at least monthly in 2021, consists of 
program leaders related to our ESG areas of focus. The 
OSC provides input on the Company’s ESG framework, 
assists with the establishment and tracking of ESG met-
rics, and guides the Company’s approach with respect to 
ESG programs and disclosures. The Climate Committees 
operate as subcommittees of the OSC and are focused 
on the collection and review of GHG data as well as 
initiatives related to our climate change strategy (see 
Climate governance). 

In addition to the Nominating and Corporate Gover-
nance Committee responsibilities defined above, the 
full Board has delegated ESG-related responsibilities 
to various committees. The Audit Committee reviews 
our Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”) program on 
a regular basis, which includes reviewing threats to our 
network and our business, such as cybersecurity and 
business continuity risks, including extreme weather. 
The Board regularly reviews reports from management 
and the Audit Committee regarding the ERM program. 
The charter of the Compensation and Benefits Commit-
tee (the “Committee”) delegates to the Committee the 
oversight of diversity and inclusion. The Committee and 
our Board receive annual updates from our Chief Diver-
sity & Inclusion Officer. In 2021, the Committee also tied 
50% of the bonus potential for Charter’s Chairman and  
Chief Executive Officer directly to Charter’s strategic  
objectives of talent planning (40%) and diversity and  
inclusion (10%) given the importance of building a strong 
and diverse talent pipeline. The Board also regularly 
discusses Charter’s competitive positioning, strategic 
dynamics, and business priorities with management and 
advises management with respect to our strategy for 
each of our business areas.
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Highly Skilled Workforce

Our operating strategy includes insourcing nearly all of our customer care and a substantial portion of our 
field operation workforces. The investments we make to acquire, retain, and develop our workforce directly 
impact the quality of our service delivery and our ability to connect and retain customers. 
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HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

Training and investing in our employees to be 
masters of their craft

Charter recognizes that a professional, skilled workforce 
is vital to our success. This belief is reflected in our Com-
pany’s values of employees being experts in their field 
and pursuing continuous growth and learning. As a ser-
vice organization, our employees take personal respon-
sibility for meeting our shared goals and fulfilling our 
commitments as they strive to be masters of their craft. 
In 2021, Charter invested approximately $277 million in 
training,6 offering a wide array of talent development 
programs, from entry-level skills training to management 
and leadership development.
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Employer of choice recognition

Charter, under the Spectrum brand, was recognized 
as a top employer on several occasions in 2021, 
including Forbes’ “Best-In-State Employer” for 
CO, CT, KY, MO, and NC, and WayUp’s “Top 100 
Internship Program.”

Training management 

Each major business unit has a learning organization  
that manages and maintains role-specific training for  
employees, from new hires to supervisors. Our Cor- 
porate Learning organization supports broader, cross- 
functional learning initiatives with tools, resources, and 
technology infrastructure. By leveraging this distributed 
learning model, employees are immersed in role-based 
training within their business units (e.g., customer ser-
vice, field operations, and sales) and supported at the 
corporate level for more universal needs. This approach 
allows more agility for the business units to quickly 
train employees on specific tools or skills as those tools 
and needed skills evolve, while our corporate function 
supports enterprise-wide tools, processes, and leader-
ship programs for the broader organization’s needs. 

Our Corporate Learning organization regularly assesses 
the broader learning needs of the business through the 
Learning Council. The Learning Council, which includes 
representatives from Corporate Learning and each busi- 
ness unit, meets monthly to identify skill development 
opportunities to benefit our entire organization. In 2021, 
the training content curated included several topics, such 
as presentation skills, giving and receiving feedback, 
and productive habits. 

Broadband Technician Apprenticeship Program

One of our most successful ongoing programs 
is our Broadband Technician Apprenticeship 
Program. This highly regarded program, certified 
by the U.S. Department of Labor, is aligned with 
our broadband technician career progression 
and includes thousands of hours of on-the-job 
training and classroom instruction.

6 This metric includes departmental training expenditures, learning system expenditures, salaries for dedicated learning personnel, and total training salary cost. To 
prevent undue skewing of the training salary cost, only salaries for staff below the Vice President level are included, with the assumption being that most training 
hours come from those employees.
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HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

Training by the numbers in 2021

94,635
Total number of learning experiences 
available at Charter:

Total number of aggregate training hours:

7.1 (includes full-time and  
part-time employees)7

million hours

We offer more than 94,600 learning experiences span-
ning leadership development, new hire, and professional 
skills training. In 2021, we added over 13,000 new learning 
experiences, with the majority being online offerings. Our 
Company-wide Learning Management System has the 
ability to view formal learning activity, including comple-
tion rates and evaluations on training and development 
experiences, to provide full-time and part-time employees, 
as well as management, a comprehensive view of progres-
sion. Learners can assess any training course they complete 
with a star rating between one and five. In addition, online 
surveys generated upon course completion allow learners 
to offer additional feedback, including content usability, 
relevance, and business impact. These training evaluations 
are used to follow up and make improvements as needed. 
A cross-functional team meets monthly to manage and 
maintain the shared structure and use of the system.

Charter offers a variety of standard and customized lead-
ership development programs, resources, and curricula 
for each business unit and job level. Some business units 
have frontline and mid-level leadership programs that 
are tailored to unique business challenges, while others 
leverage corporate-provided leadership content in an 
open enrollment format. Employees are encouraged to 
use an Individual Training and Development Plan, a tool 
within the Learning Management System, to track course 

completion and progress toward developmental goals. In 
addition, we have a number of corporate-led internal pro-
grams at the Manager through Vice President level, and 
multiple opportunities for Supervisors to quickly augment 
their skills with online courses on topics such as business 
applications, productivity tools, and communication and 
management skills. In 2021, we designed and launched a 
new program for top talent, mid-level leaders called the 
Director Leadership Development Program. In addition, 
we partner with external organizations to supplement our 
learning offerings as outlined below. Our leadership pro-
grams and offerings continue to evolve each year based 
on business needs. For example, we initiated integrating 
inclusive behaviors in our leadership development pro-
grams, enabling employees to enhance their skills working 
in and leading diverse and inclusive teams.

Learning partnerships

Our learning offerings are supplemented by programs 
provided through organizations such as the Center 
for Creative Leadership, the Cable and Telecommuni-
cations Association for Marketing, and the Society of 
Cable Telecommunications Engineers. For additional 
leadership development opportunities, we also partner 
with key diversity organizations such as Women in  
Cable Telecommunications and the National Associa-
tion for Multi-ethnicity in Communications.

7 This metric only includes trainings occurring within the Company-wide Learning Management System. Trainings occurring outside of the Learning Management 
System are excluded. 
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HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

Tuition assistance

We recognize that development through education is 
an integral part of our workforce’s personal and pro-
fessional growth and as such, we financially invest in 
employees seeking degrees and certifications. Through 
our Education Assistance Program, Charter will pay up 
to $5,250 in a calendar year for expenses incurred from 
pursuing a degree at an accredited college, university, or 
trade school when the program is related to the full-time 
employee’s current role or will prepare them for a future 
role at Charter. 

Performance management

In addition to encouraging a culture of continuous learn- 
ing, Charter annually evaluates all merit-eligible employ-
ees through a formal performance management review 
process that focuses on overall job effectiveness and 
behaviors. Depending on the role, job effectiveness can 
be measured against annual goals, key effectiveness  
areas, or scorecard metrics. Behaviors addressed in the 
performance management process for employees include 
communication, relationship building, and demonstration 
of flexibility. People leaders are evaluated on managing 
and developing their teams, with those at the Director 
level and above also measured on supporting diversity 
and inclusion initiatives. Several business units participate 
in employee engagement surveys that solicit feedback 
on key areas of focus within their group. The business 
units then follow this survey process with action plan-
ning at the business unit leader level to address con-
cerns and improve engagement.

Succession and talent planning

As we look to the future, we recognize the ongoing 
need to further strengthen and diversify our leadership 
pipeline. When recruiting external talent for leadership 
positions, we prioritize diverse slates, leveraging tech-
nologies, programs, and tools to identify and source 
diverse talent. When assessing our internal talent, each 
business unit participates in an annual talent planning 
process to review the overall performance of our leaders 
and their potential to serve in larger, more complex roles. 
These discussions also support succession and devel-
opment planning to ensure we continue to strengthen 
and diversify our workforce for the future. Potential 
successors are identified on an annual basis for all roles 
at the Vice President level and above. Executive leader-
ship reviews the results of talent conversations, which 
open possibilities for career growth opportunities and 
cross-organizational movement. In 2021, we promoted 
three Executive Vice Presidents internally who were 
identified through our succession and talent planning 
process, and an additional three in January 2022.
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HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

Benefits and pay

We believe in offering a comprehensive compensation 
and benefits package that rewards employees for their 
contributions to our success, supports all aspects of their 
well-being, and delivers real value at every stage of life.  
Our total rewards programs include competitive wages, 
robust healthcare benefits, free Spectrum video, Internet,  
and voice, and a generous retirement program. Charter’s 
total compensation package is designed to attract and 
retain talent and provide holistic support to employees 
throughout their career with Charter. 

Health and well-being

We provide high-quality, comprehensive medical, dental, 
and vision coverage for all full-time and part-time employ-
ees.8 It is our priority to keep this coverage affordable for 
our employees and their families, and so for the last nine 
years, we have absorbed the full cost increase for medical, 
dental, and vision coverage. As a result, an employee who 
has been with Charter during this time period has saved 
nearly $8,600 on average. We contribute up to $1,500 
per year into a healthcare account to help employees and 
their families pay for qualified healthcare expenses, and 
we offer no-cost health improvement programs, including 
diabetes management, planned surgeries, and second 
medical opinions. In addition, we provide market-leading 
benefits designed to support the diverse needs of our 
employees. Charter offers family-building benefit options 
for our LGBTQ employees and comprehensive health 
benefits to our transgender employees to support their 
physical and emotional well-being. 

Raising our starting wage to $20 an hour

Percentage of our hourly employees making, at  
minimum, $20 per hour9

55%
70%
100%

12/31/2020

12/31/2021

As of this report

Starting wage and compensation

In addition to our health and well-being programs, we 
offer competitive starting wages with significant incen-
tive compensation and annual earnings potential based 
on specific roles. In April 2020, we committed to a $20 
per hour starting minimum wage for all hourly full-time 
and part-time employees in 2022. To accomplish this, 
we increased our starting minimum wage to $16.50 per 
hour in 2020, and then to $18 per hour in 2021. In the 
first quarter of 2022, we achieved our goal of all hourly 
employees having a starting minimum wage of at least 
$20 per hour, which is well above any state or federal 
minimum wage levels. 

Nearly 80% of our employees are eligible for additional 
variable compensation based on their performance 
(e.g., annual performance bonus or sales commissions). 
Charter’s equity incentive plan also covers over 4,000 
leaders in roles at or above the Director level, and 
awards are granted pursuant to the action of the Com-
pensation and Benefits Committee.

8 Includes part-time employees who are regularly scheduled to work more than 25 hours per week.
9 The calculation of this metric includes target commissions for commission-based employees.
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HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

Savings and retirement

All employees are eligible to participate in our retire-
ment program and new hires are automatically enrolled. 
For every dollar our employees put into their 401(k), we 
match dollar for dollar up to 6% of their eligible pay. 
On top of that, all employees below the Director level 
(approximately 94% of our workforce) are also eligible 
to receive an additional Company non-elective contri-
bution equal to 3% of their eligible pay that goes into a 
Retirement Accumulation Plan (RAP). Together, these 
Charter contributions deliver a market-leading savings 
and retirement program for our employees. 

Paid time off, leave, disability, and financial protection

Beyond our core benefits, we provide a suite of non- 
compensation benefits and programs to help our employees 
balance work and life, including paid time off for holidays, 
vacations, and illness, along with paid parental leave. Full-
time employees are eligible for seven observed holidays, 
four personal days, seven sick days (which can be accrued 
up to a maximum of 520 hours), and 10 to 25 vacation days 
based on tenure. Up to 80 hours of vacation time can 
be carried over to the following calendar year. Part-time 

employees are eligible for seven observed holidays, 
two personal days, up to seven sick days and five to 12.5 
vacation days based on tenure. Full-time employees are 
also eligible for two weeks of paid parental leave in the 
12 months following the birth or adoption of their child. 

For illness or injury recovery, full-time employees are 
eligible to receive short- and long-term disability income 
replacement benefits to support their recovery. Birth 
mothers receive eight weeks of short-term disability  
income replacement benefits in addition to the two 
weeks of paid parental leave. Full-time employees also 
receive basic life and accidental death and dismem-
berment insurance at no cost. 

Beyond state and federal leave requirements, we offer 
additional personal unpaid leave when an employee 
needs time away for non-medical reasons. Charter also 
supports our military members by providing differen-
tial pay for up to one year while serving our country on 
military leave.

Family support services

We recognize the journey to parenthood is differ-
ent for everyone. Charter offers fertility benefits 
for our employees and their dependents that 
includes treatment, preservation, and surrogacy 
so that all employees, including our LGBTQ com-
munity members, have an opportunity to build 
a family. We also have family planning support 
programs and tools, along with financial support 
and reimbursement for costs associated with 
adoption and surrogacy. Charter provides nurs- 
ing mothers with a concierge service to express 
ship refrigerated breast milk while traveling on  
business. Parents and caregivers raising children 
with learning, behavioral challenges, or develop-
mental disabilities have exclusive resources to 
help them understand, teach, and better commu- 
nicate with their children. Charter offers employ- 
ees access to discounted child care, paid parental 
leave, pre-tax dependent care savings accounts, 
and elderly caregiving support.
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Ethical conduct

Charter’s success has been, and will continue to be, 
driven by our dedicated employees who combine the 
highest level of craftsmanship and quality of service 
with the highest ethical standards. Charter’s Code 
of Conduct, Financial Code of Ethics, and Employee 
Handbook provide the foundation for ethical conduct  
and business practices for the Company and all subsid-
iaries. As part of our Workplace Expectations learning 
program, all employees (including part-time employ-
ees) are trained on the Code of Conduct upon hiring, 
and again biennially. As part of the course, employees 
provide written confirmation that they have read and 
understood the Code of Conduct and Employee Hand-
book documents. Charter also has a Conflict of Interest 
policy that applies to all employees, and we require 
that Director-level employees and above annually  
review, complete training, and certify compliance with 
that policy. All employees are required to complete 
training courses on relevant privacy laws, data security, 
and the protection of customer proprietary network  
information, among others. The Audit Committee of 
the Board oversees corruption issues, business ethics, 
and financial practices and receives updates, including  
in executive sessions, from Internal Audit executives 
and the General Counsel.

Our policies and our culture promote open feedback, 
but we also offer a 24-hour hotline, maintained by a 
third party, that allows whistleblowers, employees, con-
tractors, vendors, customers, and others to raise con-
cerns anonymously. The Company’s Open Door Policy 
also encourages reports to be made directly to Human 
Resources, and the policy prohibits retaliation against 
any individual who, in good faith, seeks advice, raises 
a question, reports misconduct, or participates in an 
investigation of a potential Code of Conduct violation. 
Employees are made aware of the Open Door Policy and 
hotline options during their onboarding and are period- 
ically reminded of these resources through notifications 
and our Workplace Expectations learning program. 

Reports of potential unethical behavior are investigated 
by Corporate Compliance, Internal Audit, Corporate 
Physical Security, Employment Relations, or others at 
the direction of Charter’s Corporate Compliance team, 
in accordance with the Workplace Investigations Policy. 

Corrective actions are taken in accordance with Charter’s 
Corrective Action Guidelines. Additionally, the Company 
performs regular risk assessments intended to identify 
and deter potential unethical behavior or instances of 
non-compliance.

In dealing with public officials, other corporations, and 
private citizens, we firmly adhere to our ethical busi-
ness practices as laid out in our Code of Conduct. The 
Company’s Anti-Bribery Policy and Federal Contracting 
(“FC”) Policy, both of which cover all employees and 
subsidiaries, define bribery as “something of value given 
with the intent to influence an official act” and facilita-
tion payments as “a payment made with the purpose of 
expediting or securing performance of a Government 
action by a Government Employee, political party, or 
party official.” Our Anti-Bribery and FC policies place a 
strict prohibition against influencing others by paying 
bribes, either directly or indirectly. All employees are 
responsible for avoiding and reporting situations involv-
ing bribery or corruption, and the General Counsel and 
Corporate Compliance team are tasked with overseeing 
allegations and/or investigations regarding these offenses.

https://ir.charter.com/static-files/4f8b8910-7352-4534-a324-5869a75f39c1
https://ir.charter.com/static-files/4f8b8910-7352-4534-a324-5869a75f39c1
https://ir.charter.com/static-files/e3263202-4b36-4368-abc3-5a896ec6c3af
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Enabling a diverse and inclusive culture
HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

Charter’s network passes more than 54 million house-
holds and businesses, serving over 32 million customers in 
countless urban, suburban, and rural communities across 
our country. The diversity of the communities we serve is 
reflected in our workforce, and our success in serving these 
communities requires a commitment to diversity and inclu-
sion in every aspect of our business. At Charter, we value 
the unique backgrounds, perspectives, and experiences of 
our employees and partners. Embracing these differences 
brings us together for the common mission of exceeding 
our customers’ needs. 

Led by Charter’s Chief Diversity Officer, the Company’s 
governance structure promotes shared accountability  
and responsibility for diversity and inclusion through  
an Executive Steering Committee for Diversity & Inclu-
sion (“Steering Committee”) and our External Diver- 
sity & Inclusion Council (“EDIC”). Charter’s CEO chairs  
the Steering Committee, representing the Company’s 
executive leadership team, which meets quarterly. In 
2021, the Steering Committee created three subcommit-
tees focused on a subset of our strategic pillars, including 
People, Culture of Inclusion, and Supplier Diversity, which 
meet quarterly. Additionally, executive leaders have 
targeted diversity and inclusion action plans. Charter’s 
CEO and several executives meet annually with the EDIC, 
which is composed of national civil rights leaders, diver-
sity and inclusion thought leaders, and business leaders 
who help us understand the needs of the diverse com-
munities we serve. Equally important, Charter’s Board  
reviews our progress annually.

We approach diversity and inclusion holistically to sup-
port our commercial strategy and continued business 
success. Our diversity and inclusion strategy is built 

around five pillars – our people, a culture of inclusion, 
products and services, suppliers, and our community. 

Our people

Our leaders and employees understand that a workforce 
that is reflective of the customers and communities we 
serve helps drive strong business performance. Our 
workforce of more than 93,000 employees reflects the 
full range of diversity and abilities, and we actively pro-
mote diversity at every level of our organization through 
a strong focus on the recruitment, retention, and devel-
opment of our employees. For example, we have part-
nerships with a number of Historically Black Colleges 
and Universities (“HBCU”) that help us attract diverse 
early-career talent. Additionally, through our Spectrum 
Scholars program, Charter awards underrepresented 
rising juniors in college with $20,000 scholarships along 
with a structured professional development and men-
toring program. In the program’s second year, Charter 
doubled its financial investment in Spectrum Scholars 
for a $400,000 annual commitment. Scholars have the 
opportunity to join Charter as interns between their 
junior and senior years of college. These opportunities 
can lead to full-time employment, enabling us to further 
create a diverse entry-level talent pipeline. Our diverse 
employee base benefits from our internal training and 
development programs. We also maintain strong part-
nerships with diverse professional organizations such as  
The WICT Network and the National Association of Multi- 
ethnicity in Communications, and send a number of our 
employees to their development programs and events. 
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Culture of inclusion

We are proud of the progress made in promoting diver-
sity in our workforce and are committed to maintaining 
our focus, as we also recognize that workforce diversity 
alone is not sufficient to achieve our Company’s objec-
tives. We are equally committed to fostering an inclusive 
environment. We have practices devoted to diversity and 
inclusion, accessibility, and a fair and respectful work-
place, supported by our Equal Employment Opportunity, 
Diversity & Inclusion, and Accessibility policies. Charter 
provides equal employment opportunities to all persons  
and requires all of its Officers, Directors, and other employ- 
ees to adhere to laws, regulations, and corporate policies 
relating to equal opportunity and non-discrimination.

Charter further demonstrates our commitment to an  
inclusive environment through our five Business Resource 
Groups (“BRG”), which focus on people with disabilities, 
the LGBTQ community, employees with multicultural 
backgrounds, veterans, and women. These voluntary 
groups are open to all employees, regardless of back- 
ground; connect employees with shared characteristics,  
life experiences, and interests; and enable them to 

In 2021, Forbes recognized Charter’s dedication 
to supporting military veterans by naming the 
Company to its “Best Employers for Veterans” list. 
Within the same year, Charter was added to Latino 
Leaders Magazine’s list of “Best Companies for 
Latinos to Work,” which is based on criteria such 
as employee diversity, employee resource group 
programs, and efforts to recruit, promote, and 
retain Latino employees.

Charter’s employees reflect the diversity of the 
communities we serve

49% Diverse representation 
by race and ethnicity10

21% Black/African 
American

18% Hispanic/
Latino

5% Asian

33%
9% Veterans

Includes full-time and part-time employees as of  
December 31, 2021.

Female

engage in activities that advance our culture of inclu-
sion and contribute to business success. Our BRGs not 
only cultivate a shared understanding and appreciation 
of colleagues within the Company, but also empower 
employees to grow and succeed by providing network-
ing, mentorship, and skill-building opportunities. An 
example of BRGs providing unique perspectives that 
contribute to business success includes how they have 
advised our content curation team on content that 
would resonate with diverse audiences centered on 
cultural heritage and identity. 

In 2021, Charter continued our Charter Inclusion Talks 
program, an internal speaker series built around cultural  
heritage, identity, and belonging. Charter Inclusion 
Talks, which are held across our footprint, raise aware-
ness of the many identities and heritages representing 
the employees in our Company, and promote inclusive 
behaviors in the workplace. These programs are sup-
ported by a robust communications plan designed to 
keep our employees informed about how diversity and 
inclusion support our business.

Total diverse representation includes all race and ethnicity categories (including Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, Native American/Alaska Native, and two or more 
races in addition to the categories listed).

10
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HIGHLY SKILLED WORKFORCE

Products and services

Charter is committed to delivering products and services 
that meet the unique and diverse needs of customers of 
all backgrounds and abilities. We have agreements with 
more than 200 ethnically-targeted and/or minority- 
owned networks, and we offer video programming 
packages that are uniquely tailored to appeal to multi- 
cultural communities, including the African American, 
Hispanic, Asian-American, Italian, French, Greek, and  
German communities. Our robust Hispanic-targeted 
offerings feature more than 75 Spanish-language net- 
works, including a variety of U.S.-originated and minority- 
owned networks. We continue to evaluate our offerings 
and seek ways to expand and strengthen our commitment 
to providing a multitude of diverse programming choices.

Our Accessibility team is embedded within our Product 
and Technology organization and is focused on enabling 
our customers to have equal access to our products and 
services. Since 2018, we have launched four universally- 
designed apps, such as the Spectrum Access application, 
which provides audio description and closed captioning 
for entertainment offerings, and the Spectrum News 
application, an all-in-one destination for local news, 
weather forecasts, and events. We also formed a dis-
ability support team, located in El Paso, Texas, which 
is trained to support our residential TV and Internet 
customers. See further discussion in the Accessible 
products and services section of the report. 

Supplier diversity

Charter believes that supplier diversity enhances innova-
tion, as we view our suppliers as true partners enabling 
us to deliver greater value to our customers. Across our 
Company, we strive to increase opportunities to engage 
suppliers with diverse backgrounds, experiences, and 
competencies, recognizing that they can connect us 
to new business networks and ideas, support business 
growth, and enhance the quality, reach, and accessibil-
ity of our products and services. Charter works with a 
number of diverse suppliers and has exceeded $1 billion 
in diverse spending in each of the four consecutive years 

ending 2021.11 Our commitment to supplier diversity is 
extended to all levels of the supply chain through our 
Tier II reporting program, which encourages Charter’s 
direct suppliers to also utilize diverse-owned businesses 
for their needs.

Community

Finally, serving our customers and supporting our employ- 
ees also means investing in the communities they call 
home. We seek to empower and advance local commu-
nities by promoting economic opportunity and access to 
information to enhance lives in lasting ways. We achieve 
this objective through partnerships with national civil 
rights and nonprofit organizations, enabling us to fund and 
create new programs and initiatives that raise awareness 
about important issues impacting communities through-
out our footprint. As examples, we are partnering with 
the League of United Latin American Citizens (“LULAC”)  
on Latina LEADS, a program that aims to inspire careers in 
STEAM fields for Latina middle school girls, and the National 
Organization on Disability (“NOD”) on Look Closer, a public 
awareness campaign encouraging employers searching for 
new talent to consider individuals with disabilities and the 
value they bring to the workplace.

11 Charter recognizes suppliers as diverse when they are certified by third-party agencies as businesses that are 51% owned, operated, and controlled by diverse 
individuals. Diversity groups include: Minority, Women, Veteran and Service-Disabled Veteran, LGBTQ, and People with Disabilities. Charter’s approved third- 
party agencies include: the National Minority Supplier Development National Council, the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council, the National Gay & Lesbian 
Chamber of Commerce, the National Veteran Business Development Council, the U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, WEConnect International, 
Disability:IN, and Supplier Clearinghouse.
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Focusing on a safe and healthy workplace
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We value our employees and are committed to pro-
viding a safe and healthy workplace. All employees 
are required to comply with Company safety rules and 
expectations, and are expected to actively contribute 
to making our Company a safer place to work. Charter 
strives for continuous improvement through an inte-
grated environmental, health, and safety (“EHS”) man-
agement system that provides guidance, instruction, 
and best management practices that meet or exceed 
regulatory requirements. As a result, all employees 
must comply with Company safety rules and expecta-
tions, and are expected to identify, report, and correct 
unsafe conditions or acts that may arise during the 
work day.

We have an established process to investigate health 
and safety-related incidents, uncover root causes, and 
create preventive action plans. When incidents do occur, 
Charter reports, investigates, and documents the event 
in accordance with applicable federal and state regula-
tions. Any injury that meets the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (“OSHA”) criteria will be recorded 
and maintained to meet regulatory requirements and 
Company policy. To reflect the Company’s safety per-
formance year-over-year, we tabulate and calculate any 
incidents into a total recordable incident rate (“TRIR”)12 in 
accordance with OSHA’s methodology. In 2021, our TRIR 
was 2.2.

The results of our efforts are reflected in the downward 
trend of our TRIR. In 2021, our OSHA injury rate dropped 
approximately 8% compared to 2020. This trend is largely 
driven by initiatives such as:

• Management and employee focus on incident prevention

• Implementation of standardized best practices for jobs
and tasks

• Standard equipment upgrades (e.g., lighter equipment
with more safety features)

• Continuous improvement efforts for job/task training
and onboarding as well as fleet management (e.g.,
improved standard safety features on vehicles)

• Improvement in safety data processing to create
actionable prevention plans (e.g., incident intake
and data analysis)

12 TRIR includes full-time and part-time employees as well as temporary workers. Recordable incidents include any work-related injury and illness that result in loss of 
consciousness, days away from work, restricted work activity, transfer to another job, death, or medical treatment beyond first aid, as defined by OSHA regulations.
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Superior Network

We have heavily invested in our infrastructure and technology to build a superior, resilient network that 
will better serve our customers across our 41-state footprint. Our innovative fixed and mobile technologies 
are positioned to deliver an excellent connectivity experience for our customers.
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SUPERIOR NET WORK

Continuously upgrading the resilience and 
reliability of our network

Investing in our network

Over the past five years, Charter has invested over $40 
billion in infrastructure and technology. This includes invest-
ments in our fiber backbone, as well as customer-facing 
projects such as the conversion to all-digital, which freed  
up capacity in our hybrid-fiber-coaxial network. These  
investments ensure that we can help meet our customers’  
needs for reliable, high-speed Internet with enough capa- 
city to support even the most high-bandwidth activities.

In 2021, Charter doubled the starting download speed of  
Spectrum Internet® from 100 to 200 megabits per second  
(“Mbps”), expanding the faster speed to nearly six million  
homes in 17 additional markets. Upon completion, starting  
speeds of 200 Mbps were available to nearly 85% of the 
Company’s 41-state service area.

13 Total capital expenditures are reported as of December 31, 2021, and include customer premise equipment (“CPE”), scalable infrastructure, line extensions,  
upgrades and rebuilds to our fiber/coaxial cable networks, and support capital associated with the replacement or enhancement of non-network assets. For more 
details, please see our Capital Expenditures discussion under Item 7 of our Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021.

In 2021, we invested $7.6 billion in our infrastructure and technology.13

https://ir.charter.com/static-files/63606f63-1b11-4d60-91a0-5395f1552592
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SUPERIOR NET WORK

Managing risk, reliability, and resilience

Charter has taken several key steps to ensure the resil-
ience and continued operations of our critical customer 
supporting platforms and operational support systems. 
We continuously monitor and plan for threats that can 
include high network demand, natural disasters, and 
cyber-related events.

Enterprise risk management 

Charter’s ERM process follows five steps: identification, 
evaluation, classification, confirmation, and ongoing 
monitoring. To identify risks with potential impact to our 
strategic plans and business objectives, each of our busi-
ness units identifies relevant risks and shares the findings 
with management. Each risk is then classified as high, 
medium, or low across three categories: impact, likelihood 
of occurrence, and controls effectiveness. Based on this 
evaluation, risks are classified into tiers to prioritize and 
isolate the most pertinent risks for the Company. In the 
confirmation phase of the ERM process, we confirm risk 
identification and classification with relevant executives 
and the Audit Committee, and we share and discuss our risk 
assessment results with the Board on a regular basis. We 
then monitor and update our risk assessments as needed, 
depending on changes to our business environment or 
other factors. For example, we continue to monitor and 
manage customer privacy and the cybersecurity of our 
network (see Cybersecurity and privacy at Charter).

In 2021, as an extension of our ERM process, Charter 
conducted a climate risk and opportunity assessment 
informed by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (“TCFD”) recommendations. This assessment 
evaluated substantive financial or strategic impact, 
defined as a risk that has both a high likelihood and a 
high severity rating, related to climate change. Though 
the climate risk and opportunity assessment did not 
determine climate-related risks and opportunities that 
currently pose a substantive impact, we continue to 
evaluate these trends within the context of our carbon 
emissions goal (see Investing in the efficiency of the 
network to provide affordable services) and our net-
work resilience activities outlined within the sections 
below. For more information about our climate risk 
and opportunity assessment process, see our TCFD 
Index and our CDP Climate Change Survey Response 
available on our ESG website.

https://corporate.charter.com/esg-report
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SUPERIOR NET WORK

Business continuity management and disaster recovery

Business continuity risks are multifaceted in nature, includ- 
ing the impact of weather events, which we frequently 
analyze through our incident assessment process. Charter 
has sound and robust business continuity management 
and disaster recovery governance processes in place, 
with a framework that includes:

• Business engagement

• Technical resilience, recovery plans, and coordination  
 of recovery efforts

• Execution of ongoing exercises and training

We leverage a continual service improvement approach 
to assess risk to our network. As natural disasters and 
extreme weather events are unpredictable and can be 
fast moving, we review, practice, and update our Disaster 
Emergency Action Plan so that we are ready to respond. 
We conduct regular preventative maintenance and testing 
to our fixed-facility critical infrastructure that provides 
services to our customers. The Company reviews facilities 
at risk from climate events and takes proactive measures 
to minimize risk, including moving facilities in flood-
prone areas and using heat-resistant building materials 
in warmer climates. 

To ensure the resilience and performance of our network,  
we also conduct regular exercises and testing of our 
environments. Our Operations Centers monitor our 
systems around the clock using a multitude of state-
of-the-art monitoring tools to maintain uninterrupted 
service. Disaster recovery testing occurs regularly on  
our internal systems and networks, allowing for a timely 
recovery of our systems in the event of a disruption. We 
provide our employees with disaster recovery playbooks 
and frequent training (e.g., classroom/online learning and 
tabletop exercises), enabling employees to react to inci-
dents with confidence and in a well-rehearsed manner. 

If a natural disaster strikes, Charter works quickly to  
safely conduct field surveys to identify impacted cus-
tomers and restore connectivity. An incident assess-
ment, including assessing possible scope and impact  
to the business, is conducted as part of any decision to 
activate Charter’s Emergency Management Plan. 
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SUPERIOR NET WORK

Enabling continuity through enhanced redundancy

We maintain geographically distinct data centers, which 
support our critical platforms. Data centers are highly  
available, redundant, and have carefully-calculated 
capacity and bandwidth. Multiple regional data centers 
across our footprint help distribute our services closer 
to our customers and enhance our ability to spread or 
alleviate excess network load as needed. All of our data 
centers are operated at exacting standards for resiliency 
and redundancy, such as being equipped with redundant 
power, backup power supply, and robust onsite data 
backup platforms that provide rapid recovery options. 
We also can balance network loads across the data 
centers, which provides additional flexibility to operate 
critical applications between data centers in the case of 
any failures.

Our national network consists of a series of national, 
regional, metro, and hub level interconnections. Each of 
these layers are designed with redundancy and resiliency 
measures. Our network routers are connected to each 
other through multiple diverse layers and there is addi-
tional redundancy in these connections. As such, there 
are multiple paths through which we can deliver our 
reliable services and also prepare for outages or mainte-
nance periods.

Network planning and capacity management

Our teams closely track bandwidth demands, including 
peak periods, and use forecasting tools to inform our 
capacity management and network planning efforts. We 
model growth rates of both subscribers and usage per 
subscriber over time, and constantly monitor network 
traffic patterns, usage rates, and utilization of last mile  
access layer networks. These analyses are continuously  
assessed in relation to previous days, weeks, and years 
of network activity so we can identify trends and pre- 
pare for needed upgrades, as well as future events. 
These planning efforts directly influence how we invest  
in new equipment to meet increasing capacity demand. 
By installing new equipment with existing technologies 
and also introducing new, distributed, and efficient tech- 
nologies, we have been able to enhance the way we 
bring reliable bandwidth to our customers.
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Investing in the efficiency of the network to 
provide affordable services

Charter recognizes that delivering best-in-class Internet, 
TV, mobile, and voice services requires the consumption 
of energy to power our network and fuel to operate our 
fleet. Accordingly, our business success is predicated on  
resource efficiency and the mitigation of potential cli-
mate change-related impacts. Our climate-related goal  
to be carbon neutral in our operations by 2035 delivers  
on our operational efficiency objective and our respon-
sibility to the communities we serve. By driving efficien-
cies in our network and operations, we are helping miti-
gate against potential future impacts as well as keeping 
our customers connected and our services affordable. 

Our goal is to achieve carbon  
neutrality in our operations by 2035.

Our goal to be carbon neutral relates to our scope 
1 and 2 GHG emissions, while scope 3 emissions from 
set-top boxes (“STBs”) and small network equipment 
(“SNE”) are the focus of our efforts under the Energy 
Efficiency Voluntary Agreements (please see Value 
chain emissions reduction initiatives).

Our product offerings continue to promote the transition  
to a low-carbon economy by providing connectivity across 
our footprint and virtualizing our customers’ businesses  
and everyday lives. As we design the modems, routers, 
set-top boxes, and other equipment used in our customers’ 
homes and businesses, we consider the end-to-end envi-
ronmental footprint. Our initiatives outlined later in this 
section reduce energy consumption, increase efficient 
use and reuse of materials, and responsibly recycle our 
products at end-of-life.
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Carbon neutral by 2035

Charter’s strategy for becoming carbon neutral by 2035 
focuses on electric energy efficiency, renewable energy, 
and fleet fuel efficiency. Together, these strategies 
comprise nearly all of our scope 1 and 2 operational 
emissions sources. 

Our energy efficiency program focuses on reducing GHG 
emissions within our scope 2 electricity consumption. 
This demand-side energy management program seeks to 
identify the greatest opportunities for energy efficiency 
and cost savings across our property portfolio. Using 
a data-driven approach focused on energy use intensity, 
we normalize energy consumption by specific type of 
site use and geography in order to develop projects 
targeting our less efficient properties. We are focused 
on reducing the carbon intensity of our core operations 
such as customer service. We continue to expand our 
self-service capabilities and work on improving the qual-
ity and efficiency of our interactions with customers, 
allowing us to reduce transactions with customers, lower 
churn, and reduce costs. From 2016 to 2021, even as we  
grew our customer relationships by 22%, launched mobile 
services, and insourced and returned call center jobs to 
the U.S., the efficiency of number of customer relation-
ships per call center increased 118%.

Given the nature of our operations and the continued 
growth of our business, our renewable energy strategy 
recognizes that we will need to decarbonize the electric-
ity we consume as we keep our customers connected. 
Going forward, we will account for standard delivery 

renewable energy, as well as acquire renewable energy  
certificates (“RECs”) via renewable power purchase agree- 
ments, utility green energy programs, and/or direct 
purchase. We are evaluating and optimizing renewable 
energy opportunities to pilot where they will have the 
most impact. Our renewable energy strategy takes into 
account the geographic concentration of electricity 
consumption to support our operations, the availability 
of renewable energy within the regional electricity grid, 
as well as local and state renewable initiatives such as 
Renewable Portfolio Standards.

Our technicians perform a critical function to keep our 
customers connected and to service our network via 
our fleet. We continue to focus on fleet and fuel effi-
ciency initiatives as fleet comprises approximately 23% 
of our scope 1 and 2 emissions.

Charter has been conducting a study as to the feasibil-
ity of some portion of our fleet being electric vehicles.  
Our study will continue to take into account a myriad of 
factors including (i) the distributed nature of our fleet 
over 41 states, (ii) the required size and weight of a large 
portion of our vehicles, (iii) the distances our vehicles 
travel in a day and the varied environments in which our  
vehicles operate (e.g., colder temperatures limit the range  
of EVs), (iv) impacts to business continuity during emer- 
gencies such as electricity outages, (v) our operating  
model involving technicians taking their assigned vehicle 
to their residences at the end of each day and the avail-
ability and any reimbursement practices for charging 
stations at their single or multi-family residences, (vi)  
the capital investment represented by our current fleet 
and the associated replacement schedule, and (vii) EV  
technology availability and limitations for meeting our  
requirements as to vehicles and charging stations. Notwith- 
standing these operational and technological challenges, 
we will continue to further our feasibility study, including 
monitoring and attempting to influence EV availability, 
and by the end of 2022, we will have launched a pilot 
utilizing a number of light duty electric vehicles in one 
of our market areas. The pilot will help us assess the 
viability and extent of electrification in our fleet. As we 
continue our study and this pilot, we anticipate develop-
ing a goal for electrification of a portion of our fleet.
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Understanding our sources of GHG emissions

Charter accounts for GHG emissions in both our opera-
tions and value chain in line with the concepts of “scope” 
defined in the GHG Protocol. 

 Scope 1:   Direct emissions produced from assets Charter 
owns or controls, namely from fleet, natural 
gas, corporate-owned aircraft, and fugitive 
emissions from our fire suppression systems

 Scope 2:   Indirect emissions from electricity and steam 
purchased by Charter

 Scope 3:   Select other indirect emissions produced 
upstream and downstream of Charter’s oper-
ations, namely corporate air travel, material 
energy, and energy use for various devices –  
STBs, SNE, and mobile devices that are either 
owned or controlled by our customers

Since completing our first GHG baseline assessment of 
our 2019 emissions, we have completed additional years 
of GHG inventories for 2020 and 2021. This multiyear view 
provides trending insights, tracks progress, and focuses  
our efforts to achieve our carbon neutral goal. 

Our scopes 1 and 2 emissions, which are part of our goal to 
be carbon neutral in our operations, have decreased over 
11% since our baseline year of 2019. Charter’s scope 1 Fleet 
emissions continue to decrease approximately 7% annually 
due in part to initiatives to reduce truck rolls, as well as 
increased vehicle fuel efficiencies. Our scope 2 emissions 
have been decreasing each year – 11% since 2019 and 2% 
since 2020 – in part because of our application of updated 
U.S. EPA eGRID emissions factors each year, which improve 
with increasing availability of clean, renewable energy on 
the grid. Additionally, our underlying electricity con-
sumption decreased approximately 2% since our base-
line reporting year of 2019 in part due to lower electricity 
use in our operations during the COVID-19 pandemic. We 
expect electricity consumption for the coming years to 
increase relative to the 2019 baseline with the growth in our  
business including enhancements to our network like the  
buildout of markets related to the Citizens Broadband 
Radio Service (“CBRS”) spectrum auction and expansion 
from the rural construction initiative. 

Our overall scope 3 value chain emissions increased 9% 
since our baseline year of 2019 due to the increased cus-
tomer demand for Internet services and the growth of our 
Spectrum Mobile business. When accounting for the SNE 
and STB emissions, the energy efficiency reductions with 
the Voluntary Agreements and fewer purchases of STBs by 
Charter are offset by a consistent increase in total volume 
of purchased modems and routers. Energy use emissions 
from both STB and SNE experience the same propor- 
tional and passive emissions reductions associated with  
the greening of the grid as our scope 2 electricity emissions.

MT CO2e14 2021 2020 2019

Fleet 327,462 351,863 379,285

Other Operational 

Emissions
48,247 45,712 46,875

Scope 1 Total 375,709 397,575 426,160

Electricity15 1,057,823 1,076,974 1,191,163

Scope 2 Total 1,057,823 1,076,974 1,191,163

Scope 1 and 2 Total 1,433,532 1,474,549 1,617,323

STB and SNE16 926,838 950,000 888,874

Mobile 78,111 62,220 25,848

Corporate Air Travel 2,834 2,450 10,170

Scope 3 Total 1,007,783 1,014,670 924,892

14 Metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (“MT CO2e”), representing the number of metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions with the same global warming potential 
as one metric ton of another GHG. GHG accounted for across the inventory include: carbon dioxide (“CO2”), methane (“CH4”), nitrous oxide (“N2O”), and hydroflu- 
orocarbons (“HFCs”). Scope 1 Other Operational Emissions includes 0.45 metric tons of CO2e from fluorinated ketones. Charter calculates GHG emissions using 
carbon dioxide equivalents or “CO2e” methodology from reputable sources, including the U.S. EPA Emissions Factor Hub and U.S. EPA Emissions & Generation 
Resource Integrated Database (“eGRID”).

15 Scope 2 electricity includes a small amount of steam, 735 in 2020 and 741 in 2021.
16 Includes energy use and material energy from STBs and SNE purchased within the corresponding year, consistent with what we report in the Energy Efficiency 

Voluntary Agreements. Annual calculations do not include energy use or material energy from legacy STBs and SNE previously purchased.
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Climate governance

The Climate Data Committee and the Climate Initiatives 
Committee operate as subcommittees of the ESG OSC, 
and are composed of cross-functional leaders spanning 
multiple business divisions. The Climate Data Commit-
tee is responsible for GHG data collection and calcula-
tion aligned with leading practice. The Climate Initia-
tives Committee is responsible for the quantification 
of emissions avoided from our emissions efficiency and 
reductions projects. In 2021, Charter appointed a Sus-
tainability Director within Corporate Services to lead 
the Climate Committees, oversee GHG management 
and reporting, and coordinate with business divisions 
to develop strategies required to achieve Charter’s goal 
to be carbon neutral in our operations by 2035. As the 
executive overseeing sustainability, the Senior Vice Pres-
ident, Corporate Services provides regular updates to the 
ESC on climate strategy and progress.

Operational emissions reduction initiatives

Buildings

Later this year, Charter will complete construction of 
tower two of our new Stamford, Connecticut headquar-
ters campus. As with our tower one build, we followed 
the LEED Silver® principles for design, LED lighting, as 
well as other sustainability and wellness property oper-
ating practices. When feasible, we find opportunities to 
apply LEED principles to new builds, retrofits, and lifecy-
cle reinvestment projects. In all our property refreshes, 
the LEED principles that we employ include LED lighting 
upgrades, energy-efficient mechanical designs, and the 
reuse of furniture and other building assets from decom-
missioned properties. 

We continue to identify properties with oversized or 
redundant power and mechanical systems related to for-
mer uses, and we are pursuing decommissioning these 
systems to right-size for current use. For example, a  
building on our Charlotte campus formerly designed for  
data center use now saves approximately 2,300 metric  
tons of CO2e per year. Charter accomplished this by  
removing oversized generators, storage tanks, and non- 
essential backup power modules, and subsequently  
reconfiguring electrical and mechanical systems. These 

efforts improve the carbon emissions profile of our 
property portfolio by removing unnecessary design  
and operating conditions. 

Data centers

Our five National Data Centers (“NDC”) were designed 
and built to provide 100% service continuity while oper-
ating at the highest levels of energy efficiency, exempli-
fied by LEED certification achieved for the buildings that 
house the Denver (LEED Gold®) and Charlotte (LEED Sil-
ver®) data centers. Our data centers expand at the pace 
of the Company’s growth and success to keep our employ- 
ees and customers connected. NDCs were designed 
with energy-efficient mechanical, electrical, and cooling 
systems to optimize performance and energy efficiency, 
and use the industry standard Power Usage Effective-
ness (“PUE”) metric to measure overall efficiency.

Efficiency strategies in the NDCs include, but are not 
limited to:

• Air flow management that increases cooling efficiency  
 by optimizing airflow in data halls with the use of aisle  
 containment, blanking panels, and perforated tiles.

• High-efficiency cooling systems that use outside air  
 without the need for “chiller” equipment when weather  
 conditions are favorable, and high-efficiency chillers  
 when outside temperatures are higher. In 2021, evapo- 
 rative free-cooling avoided over 5,700 megawatt- 
 hours (“MWh”) of electricity usage.
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• Dedicated personnel to help research, identify, and  
 evaluate opportunities, including tracking energy effi- 
 ciency at the NDCs.

• Regular third-party efficiency “health checks” by  
 industry experts that help keep efforts aligned to our  
 long-term strategy and goals. These “health checks” 
 enabled LEED certifications in Denver and Charlotte,  
 and facilitated consultations on potential new initia- 
 tives and suppliers.

• Other energy-efficient equipment, including variable  
 frequency drives on pumps, LED lighting, efficient  
 uninterrupted power supplies, and equipment racks.

• Increasing the use of virtual machines, optimizing the  
 utilization of servers, and refreshing hardware with  
 more efficient models, as well as migrating and consol- 
 idating IT load and equipment from least- to most- 
 efficient data centers.

Renewable energy

Charter has eight locations that generated approximately  
9,300 MWh of renewable energy from solar arrays in 2021 
that help decarbonize the electricity grid and are con- 
sumed by others. We estimate that energy from these 
arrays reduced overall grid emissions by approximately 
2,500 metric tons of CO2e in 2021. One solar array is 
an approximately 800 kilowatt system on the roof and 
grounds of our core operations at the Charlotte NDC. 
This data center has generated over 7,400 MWh of 
electricity and helped decrease overall grid emissions by 
approximately 5,300 metric tons of CO2e since installa-
tion in 2015. In addition, the Charter Corporate Finance 
and Tax Operations teams are committed to providing 
capital for renewable energy projects, with expected 
positive returns. In 2021, Charter provided tax equity 
investments for four solar projects that together will 
generate at least 30,000 MWh of clean energy to the 
grid each year.

Fleet

Charter systematically replaces older vehicles to increase 
the efficiency of our fleet and leverage new technology. 
For example, we installed telematics devices in vehicles  
to optimize routing. Our overall truck roll count decreased 
in 2021, compared to 2019 and 2020, as a result of self- 
installations, lower customer churn, and operational effi- 
ciencies, all while maintaining the proportion of truck 
rolls supported by in-house technicians. The increase 
in customer self-installations is a result of our all-digital 
initiative completed in 2018, as well as customer prefer- 
ences. Altogether, the fuel avoided from 2021 fleet effi-
ciency efforts equated to approximately 10,800 metric 
tons of CO2e. As we expand our business into rural areas 
(please see Rural construction initiative), we will continue 
to monitor implications on our fleet emissions, average 
distance traveled, and truck rolls.

Value chain emissions reduction initiatives

Charter’s commitment to sustainability extends beyond 
our data centers and networks to improving the energy 
efficiency of the Internet modems and video STBs used 
in customers’ homes to access our services. Charter is a 
founding signatory of two historic initiatives that have 
improved the energy efficiency of these devices, saving 
customers billions of dollars in electricity and avoiding 
millions of metric tons of CO2e. These measurements 
are verified through annual independent evaluation and 
audits performed by D+R International and through 
third-party lab verification testing. 
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STB energy efficiency

Under the Voluntary Agreement for Ongoing Improve-
ment to the Energy Efficiency of Set-Top Boxes (“STB 
Voluntary Agreement”), announced in 2013 in partner-
ship with the Natural Resources Defense Council and 
the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy 
(“ACEEE”), video service providers representing nearly 
95% of the U.S. market committed that at least 90% of 
their new STBs purchased each year would meet pre-
scribed efficiency levels. These levels were made even 
more rigorous in 2017 and 2020, and even more efficient 
targets are set to take effect in 2023. 

According to D+R International’s most recent Annual 
Report, the parties to this agreement have succeeded in: 

• Reducing the national energy footprint of STBs by  
 more than half (from 32 terawatt-hours (“TWh”) in  
 2012 down to 15.2 TWh in 2020), a savings nearly  
 equivalent to the power generated by six typical 500  
 megawatt coal-run power plants 

• Saving customers $2.2 billion on their electricity bills  
 in 2020 alone 

• Avoiding nearly 12 million metric tons of CO2e emis- 
 sions annually

The STB Voluntary Agreement decreased average energy 
consumption, achieving a 46% drop in average energy con-
sumption since 2012 by digital video recorders, the most 
energy-intensive type of STB. 

SNE energy efficiency

Under the Voluntary Agreement for Ongoing Improve-
ment to the Energy Efficiency of Small Network Equip-
ment (“SNE Voluntary Agreement”), signed in 2015, all 
of the nation’s large Internet service providers teamed 
with numerous leading device manufacturers to improve 
the energy efficiency of modems, routers, and network 
extenders used by customers to access the Internet. 
Like the STB Voluntary Agreement, signatories commit-
ted that at least 90% of their new devices would meet 
prescribed efficiency levels that have increased in rigor 
over time. 

The success of the SNE Voluntary Agreement is measured 
differently due to the extraordinary, rapid change in the 
customer demand for faster speed to their home and 
stronger WiFi within it. From 2017 to 2020, Charter’s flag-
ship service speed tripled from 60 Mbps to 200 Mbps and 
our customers’ average monthly data consumption rose 
from 200 Gigabytes to 600 Gigabytes. To keep pace, the 
device features have changed significantly, and the SNE  
Voluntary Agreement’s “new features” process has afforded 
 companies the flexibility to innovate rapidly while quickly 
establishing efficiency metrics for these features. Under 
this framework, Charter’s SNE energy use relative to aver-
age broadband download speed, or “emissions intensity”, 
decreased by approximately 66% between 2017 and 2020. 
Charter provided improved energy efficiency while also 
delivering more robust services customers need to work, 
learn, and stay connected. 

Charter’s website contains more information about 
these initiatives, including links to the energy consump-
tion of all new models deployed by Charter under the 
STB and SNE Voluntary Agreements. 

Design for Reuse

Design for Reuse is a program within Charter aimed 
at utilizing the industrial design process to extend the 
longevity of useful product life, which will then reduce 
indirect carbon emissions. This program enables Charter 
to innovate ways to reduce and reuse materials, while 
analyzing the impact of the program across different 
lines of business. There are two major initiatives that 
the program is currently implementing and investigat-
ing. First, the program focuses on the refurbishment of 
customer premises equipment and the reuse of materi-
als. The second initiative analyzes self-installation kits 

https://www.spectrum.net/support/general/energy-usage-your-charter-equipment
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and identifies opportunities to reduce both materi- 
als used and emissions produced. Given that the core  
aspects of the program require manufacturing, imple-
mentation, and distribution of equipment, collecting  
raw data for analysis from the program’s implementa- 
tion requires a multiyear effort.

The equipment refurbishment aspect of this program 
will be implemented on all Charter designed equipment 
moving forward: it has been implemented with our WiFi 
6 router and is being applied in a new product currently 
under development. The life cycle of these products is 
cyclical, so conducting refurbishment on a piece of equip-
ment can reduce emissions by reusing existing customer 
premises equipment. This process involves receiving 
damaged equipment, replacing the exterior housing, and 
then redeploying the equipment. The estimated emissions 
reduction for the WiFi 6 router will be over 4,000 metric 
tons of CO2e per 100,000 units refurbished. 

The materials reduction initiative focuses on self- 
installation kits. This process involves reviewing current 
materials used, methods of manufacturing, and location  
of manufacturing. There are potential opportunities  
to reduce the amount of materials used per kit and man- 
ufacture domestically to reduce emissions created  
during shipping. 

Mobile

We have programs that help mitigate customers’ need for 
new mobile devices, which will, in turn, reduce Charter’s 
carbon footprint. One of the leading Spectrum Mobile™ 
service product offerings is the “Bring Your Own Device” 
(“BYOD”) program where customers bring devices they 
already own to our network. Spectrum Mobile™ also pro-
vides a great trade-in offer plus an extra $100 promotional 
credit towards a new device for customers who trade-in a  
previously owned device. These trade-in devices are then 
sold to third parties for reuse and recycling. Both of these 
programs help Charter avoid additional carbon emissions 
produced from device manufacturing.

Reducing waste and recycling

Charter is committed to protecting our environment by 
adhering to environmental laws and regulations as well 
as Company standards and guidelines. To achieve that 
objective and implement best practices, the Company 
has comprehensive material reuse and recycling take-
back programs, where we internally reuse collected  

materials within Charter’s operations, if possible. Mate-
rials that we can no longer use within the Company are 
disposed through resale programs as appropriate, where 
other companies can purchase and reuse the materials 
for their originally intended purposes. Materials that can 
no longer be reused for their originally intended purposes 
are recycled by companies certified to the R2 and/or 
e-Steward standards. In 2021, we recovered 29,046 
metric tons of materials through take-back programs 
consisting of the following: CPE, CPE remote controls, 
power supplies, IT equipment, network equipment, and 
mobile devices. Within the core operations of our NDCs, 
our efforts recycled, sold, or re-marketed over 11,000 
hardware pieces, including server, network, storage, and 
other equipment.
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Connected Communities

The capabilities of our network combined with the generosity and hard work of our workforce are key levers in 
Charter’s ability to help uplift our communities – whether through our programs to bridge the digital divide, 
repairing homes and community centers in the communities where we live and work, reporting on local news, 
expanding access to our products and services, or advancing customer protection online.
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Investing in the communities we serve

Charter invests in communities where our customers and 
employees live and work, helping communities become 
more connected, stronger, and better prepared for the 
future. We are committed to impacting lives based on 
community improvement goals that are realized through 
the provision of high-quality and affordable services, 
programs focused on strategic philanthropic investments, 
in-kind support, and employee engagement. Our phil-
anthropic efforts include programs that promote digital 

inclusion through digital education grants and other 
technology resources for local nonprofits, enhance small 
businesses through low-cost loans and technical assis-
tance grants, and address critical human needs, such 
as housing, food, and job training, with investments in 
nonprofit organizations in rural and urban communities.

 
Spectrum Community Assist

In the fall of 2020, Charter completed its signature phil-
anthropic program, Spectrum Housing Assist, and met 
our goal of improving 50,000 homes across the country. 
Building on the success of Spectrum Housing Assist, in 
2021, Charter launched Spectrum Community Assist 
(“SCA”), a $30 million, five-year philanthropic initiative 
aimed at revitalizing community centers in rural and urban 
areas and investing in job training programs in underserved 
communities across the Company’s 41-state footprint. 
Charter’s goal is to improve 100 community centers in 
both urban and rural communities across the country, 
impacting an estimated 50,000 local residents over 
the next five years.

Through SCA, Charter partners with national and local 
nonprofit organizations to identify and improve community  
centers in need of support. The Company invests in the 
centers’ job training efforts with cash grants and in-kind 
contributions, improving physical classroom spaces and 
providing technology to enhance participants’ learning 
experience, including laptops and classroom furniture. 
Revitalization events with employee and community 
volunteers are held at each center. Additionally, because 
broadband is a critical component of a community center’s 
infrastructure, Charter is providing each community 
center with its advanced 1 gigabit per second (“Gbps”) 
Internet service.

Charter launched SCA in St. Louis at Better Family Life 
(“BFL”), a nonprofit organization focused on stabilizing 
inner city neighborhoods, which utilizes our program to 
expand its career development services for residents. In 
addition to financial assistance, Charter’s upgrades to 
the facility, including the new Spectrum Technology and 
Training Center, enabled BFL to offer additional classes 
to further serve the community. Charter subsequently 
launched four additional SCA partnerships in Charlotte, 
Glen Falls, Orlando, and Stamford.
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Spectrum Community Investment Loan Fund

The Spectrum Community Investment Loan Fund (“Loan 
Fund”), with over $22 million in committed loan capital, 
capacity grant donations, and in-kind contributions, 
invests in businesses in economically-underserved com-
munities. By offering loans directly to local businesses or 
through Community Development Financial Institutions 
(“CDFIs”), the Loan Fund provides growth capital, creat-
ing new jobs and strengthening the economic infrastruc-
ture in both rural and urban areas. Through partnerships 
with organizations like the National Urban League, National 
Action Network, and the National Asian American Coa-
lition, the Loan Fund directly invests in the communities 
where Charter’s employees and customers live and work, 
and issues grants to provide technical assistance and 
small business education to local business owners. The 
Loan Fund has made commitments to CDFIs in 14 states, 
covering nearly 85% of the Company’s footprint. 

Spectrum Digital Education

Charter funds programs offering broadband education,  
training, and technology through Spectrum Digital Edu- 
cation. The nonprofit organizations that receive grants 
through this program align with the Company’s desire to  
educate community members on the benefits of broad-
band and how to use it to improve their lives. In 2021, 
Charter awarded $1 million in grants to 49 nonprofits, 
increasing the program’s total investment to $7 million in 
grants, plus in-kind donations – all in support of broad-
band education across the Company’s footprint – since 
the program launched in 2017.

A nonprofit grantee in Cleveland, Ashbury Community  
Services, Inc. (“ACS3”), has leveraged its awards to provide  
access to devices, connectivity, and specialized digital 
literacy training for older adults. The educational programs 
have enabled this organization to help seniors enhance 
their technology skills using digital devices and tools, 
improving their quality of life.
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Spectrum Employee Community Grants

Spectrum Employee Community Grants assist nonprofit  
organizations where our employees volunteer that pro- 
vide critical services, such as food pantries, homeless 
shelters, and job placement programs. Employees who 
have volunteered with the nonprofit for at least one year 
nominate organizations to receive funding, enabling 
them to further their missions in local communities. For 
example, an employee in Honolulu nominated the Hawaii 
Foodbank for a grant and the organization received a 
$10,000 contribution to support their programs addressing 
the continued food insecurity caused by COVID-19. Since 
July 2019, Charter has distributed 395 Spectrum Employee 
Community Grants totaling $1.1 million including in-kind 
contributions. 

Spectrum News

Spectrum Networks operates 34 news networks across 
12 states. Spectrum News is an important part of Charter’s 
commitment to the communities we serve. With journalists 
embedded in local communities, Spectrum News provides 
original hyperlocal stories, news, and weather reports, 
along with issues-based and objective public affairs pro- 
gramming relevant to viewers. We also provide the Spec- 
trum News application where customers can read, watch, 
and listen to news stories by our Spectrum News journal- 
ists and local partner publications on their mobile devices. 

Spectrum News ranked as the number one source 
of news for Spectrum customers in December 2021, 
averaging more than 2.6 million daily-viewing house- 
holds across its linear and digital platforms.

Spectrum News is committed to providing fact-based 
and unbiased content, particularly on sensitive, human 
rights, and democracy issues. Examples of this commit-
ment include: 

• We continued our award-winning work in covering all
levels of government and dedicated resources and pro- 
gramming time for coverage of local governments,
policymakers, and issues, including expanding our
Washington D.C. Bureau.

• We launched an anti-bias program that includes engag- 
ing with an outside media monitoring company to
assess various forms of bias in our content, including
unconscious bias. We also partnered with several local,
nonpartisan, and nonprofit content producers to pro-
vide additional perspectives in our coverage as part of
multi-stakeholder initiatives.

• Through sponsorship and promotion, Spectrum News
supports the efforts of nonprofit organizations, such
as Report for America, to promote media literacy and
restore news coverage in so-called “news deserts.”
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Our commitments are further reinforced by the Group 
Vice President (“GVP”) of Spectrum Networks News 
Standards and Practices who oversees and is responsible 
for news principles and journalistic standards as defined 
in our Spectrum Networks News Standards and Practices  
Policy. Vice Presidents of Content, News Directors, and 
Managing Directors monitor local content to ensure com- 
pliance with our standards and guidelines. Our News Stand- 
ards and Practices Policy is reviewed and revised for 
relevancy on a continuous basis. In addition to acknowl-
edging the review of the policy on an annual basis, all 
Spectrum Networks employees are required to complete 
annual training on our standards to help guide our jour-
nalists’ behavior and editorial independence.

Spectrum Networks is supported by a News Standards 
Advisory Committee, which was created to help Spectrum 
Networks answer some of the most difficult questions 
around journalism ethics, freedom of expression, and 
social responsibility. We encourage our employees to  
report any violation of the policy or our standards. The  
GVP and News Standards Advisory Committee are respon- 
sible for ensuring compliance with our standards and 
review any reported violation. The GVP is responsible for  
collecting and tracking all reported violations and reso- 
lutions in a consistent approach across Spectrum Networks. 

https://www.ny1.com/content/dam/News/static/nyc/pdfs/Spectrum_Networks_Standards_Practices_12.01.pdf
https://www.ny1.com/content/dam/News/static/nyc/pdfs/Spectrum_Networks_Standards_Practices_12.01.pdf
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Protecting customer data, privacy, and security 

Cybersecurity and privacy at Charter

As a connectivity provider, we take the protection of our 
customers’ privacy seriously. We value and rely on their 
trust and loyalty.

Policies

Charter maintains a series of privacy-related disclosures 
across all business lines and subsidiaries addressing the  
personal data of its customers and consumers of its  
products and services, including a comprehensive, 
consumer-facing privacy policy that applies to all Char-
ter consumer-facing products, services, websites, and 
applications, as well as consumer interactions with our 
call centers, stores, and online tools. Charter maintains 
additional consumer-facing privacy policies that address 
certain state-specific legal privacy requirements, such 
as our California Consumer Privacy Policy, as well as 
other consumer-facing privacy policies that apply to 

certain services or practices, such as the Company’s 
Biometric Data Privacy Notice and Internet DNS Privacy 
Notice. These privacy policies provide consumers with 
the information they need to understand Charter’s data 
collection and use practices, and offer consumers the 
opportunity to exercise meaningful choice with respect 
to how Charter uses data. For example, as described in 
our privacy policies, Charter does not use details of our 
Internet subscribers’ Internet use, such as web browsing 
history, as part of our process of delivering advertising. 
Charter also does not sell or otherwise share informa-
tion that personally identifies our customers – including 
their Internet usage information, video usage informa-
tion, or call detail information – to third parties for those 
third parties’ own use, such as marketing or advertising 

As set forth in the Spectrum Privacy Policy, we commit to:

• Communicating our privacy practices in a manner  
 that is easily accessible and clearly describes  
 consumers’ choices.

• Offering consumer choices about how we may use  
 information for our own marketing purposes.  
 Charter notifies consumers of data sharing pur- 
 suant to applicable U.S. laws and regulations. 

• Not selling Personally Identifiable Information  
 (“PII”) to anyone for any purpose – this includes  
 our customers’ web browsing history, call detail  
 records, and viewing activity.

• Securing customer information through the use  
 of reasonable security measures.

• Giving customers advance notice of any changes  
 to our privacy commitments and always posting  
 our most current version of the Spectrum Privacy  
 Policy at www.spectrum.com/privacy.

• Implementing leading data protection standards,  
 informed and influenced by standards recomm- 
 ended in the National Institute of Standards and 
 Technology (“NIST”) cybersecurity framework, 
 setting access restrictions, and encrypting con- 
 sumers’ PII as a matter of course.

https://www.spectrum.com/policies/privacy-policy
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of their own products and services. We have also long 
called for a strong federal framework to protect con-
sumers’ privacy online: to help protect those we service 
and build confidence that their personal information is 
safeguarded.

Our Spectrum Privacy Policy, as well as additional inform- 
ation about our overall privacy practices, is available 
to consumers on our website and can be accessed from 
any Spectrum-managed webpage a consumer visits. The 
Spectrum Privacy Policy describes the types of informa-
tion we collect; how we may collect, use, and share that 
information; the choices our consumers have regarding 
such use and sharing, including marketing and adver- 
tising preferences; and the consumer privacy rights that  
may be available under applicable law when they sub-
scribe to or interact with Spectrum services. In an effort  
to minimize data, Charter retains information only so 
long as the information is needed to carry out a specific 
business purpose, unless it is required by law to retain the 
information for a longer period. The retention period  
depends on the business purpose for which the informa- 
tion is used, as well as any legal or regulatory require-
ments that may apply. Charter also complies with its legal 
and regulatory obligations under applicable state and 
federal laws, such as the state California Consumer Pri- 
vacy Act (“CCPA”) and the federal Cable Act, that may 
grant consumers the right to access and delete personal  
information that the Company has collected about con- 
sumers. Although there is no legal right to rectify cus-
tomer information under applicable U.S. state or federal  
law, with the exception of a limited right to correct 
certain information under the federal Cable Act, Charter 
addresses customer requests to correct information on 
a case-by-case basis after authenticating the customer 
and verifying the requested change information. For 
example, we may rectify certain account information, 
such as the contact/billing information we have on file 
about subscribers, and are closely monitoring the evo- 
lution of privacy rights at the state and federal levels to 
ensure not only compliance with the law but also our 
ability to meet our customers’ expectations. 

Charter maintains a comprehensive series of internal 
policies governing access control and protection in  
place for various types of data classifications, including  
enhanced requirements for personal or sensitive data 
(which may include account information, location data, 

customer proprietary network information (“CPNI”), pay- 
ment card industry data, and other types of personal 
information). For example, Charter maintains heightened 
access restrictions for customer information, including 
requiring not only customer authentication, but also inter-
nally protecting such data through managed access rights 
to such data by limiting access to only those personnel 
with a legitimate business need to know, restricting the 
use and/or transfer of such data, setting specific require-
ments for the permissible handling and transmission of 
such information (e.g., encryption, password-protection), 
and monitoring for unauthorized access to such informa-
tion. These precautions include standards and controls 
based on the information classification of the data, as well 
as standards for protecting, handling, labeling, duplicat-
ing, distributing, storing, transporting, and disposing of 
data. Charter also extends these internal policy require-
ments and controls to its vendors and service providers 
who will have access to or provide services involving con- 
sumer or Company information, and also requires such 
vendors and service providers to acknowledge and adhere 
to the principles of Charter’s privacy policies. 

https://www.spectrum.com/policies/your-privacy-rights
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Security and privacy governance

Charter has a Chief Information Security Officer (“CISO”),  
Cyber Security Council (“CSC”), and Security Executive 
Steering Committee (“Security ESC”) that collectively 
oversee cybersecurity across the Company. The CISO 
focuses on cybersecurity and the overall protection of 
the Charter internal network and related processes, policy, 
training, and actions to protect customer and employee 
data. The CSC, which meets bi-weekly and is comprised 
of the CISO and senior leaders across the organization, 
operates under the auspices of the Security ESC, which is 
ultimately accountable under the Company’s enterprise 
risk management program for cybersecurity. The Security 
ESC, which is comprised of senior leaders across the orga-
nization, meets monthly and updates the CEO and COO 
each quarter to discuss improvements to our program. 
The Audit Committee of the Board receives updates from 
management on consumer data privacy issues that may 
impact the Company, as well as the Company’s plans to 
mitigate privacy and cybersecurity risks, including com-
plying with evolving data privacy laws and regulations. 

Program evaluation and audits

We have a comprehensive cybersecurity program to manage  
cybersecurity risk that leverages the NIST cybersecurity 
framework to inform, evaluate, and continuously improve 
our cybersecurity program. Our security policies, proce- 
dures, and technologies are influenced by NIST 800-53 
for security controls and supplemented with several lines 
of support. Our teams perform regular threat assess-
ments, vulnerability scans, and targeted penetration 
testing. Our Internal Audit function executes an annual 
audit plan that includes regular audits of cybersecurity 
related processes and internal controls through opera-
tional IT control audits, our annual compliance assess-
ment of Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards, 
and the annual assessment of internal controls over 
financial reporting. We also regularly work with external 
consulting firms to conduct independent evaluations of 
our cybersecurity program.

We also conduct periodic privacy risk assessments at the  
enterprise level that include review of our individual pro- 
ducts and services and how our practices may affect 
customer data. These privacy risk assessments occur 
throughout the product life cycle, including when our 
data collection and use practices may change. 

Incident response

In the event of an incident, Charter follows its data 
breach and incident response plan as well as an incident 
management process. Charter’s incident response plan 
includes policies that govern executive escalations and 
notifications involving cyber events and incidents. Our  
Security Operations Center monitors, detects, and  
responds to security incidents, in accordance with  
our incident response plans, that are maintained at  
the technology and business unit level. 

Training

All of our employees receive cybersecurity and data pri- 
vacy management training on at least an annual basis,  
and we conduct regular cybersecurity and privacy 
awareness-raising activities on the latest cybersecurity 
trends and privacy implications affecting customer data. 
Some functional departments with increased exposure  
to sensitive information receive additional and more 
frequent training, as appropriate. Our agreements with 
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contractors also generally require them to receive cyber-
security and data privacy training, in accordance with 
our standards and/or applicable laws and regulations, 
and in some instances, they are also required to certify 
or acknowledge compliance with training obligations. 

Contractors and business partners

The Company requires all contractors, service providers, 
and business partners with access to personal informa-
tion or critical IT environments to review and adhere to 
our security and privacy policies and related standards 
of how we treat data, what information we collect from 
customers, how and under what circumstances such data 
can be used, and how such data should be treated and 
handled. Our contractor agreements explicitly require 
our contractors to abide by specific policy requirements, 
particularly for third-party data-processing activities. In 
our due diligence and selection process, we also require 
contractors to complete a cybersecurity and data privacy 
questionnaire that includes questions about contractor 
track record. For existing contractors, we monitor for 
scope of service changes that impact access to personal 
information, and if there are such changes, the contractors  
are required to undergo a reassessment of our full ques-
tionnaire and potential additional contracting require-
ments around data privacy. 

Charter places security-related contractual obligations 
on our third parties, including, but not limited to, access 
controls, vulnerability management, secure coding prac-
tices, breach notification, and security awareness train-
ing. For vendors that offer SAAS solutions that involve 
PII, we also require third-party attestation of their secu-
rity practices such as a SOC2 or ISO27001 certification. 
Charter’s internal policies govern the Company’s rules 
for sharing, disclosing, and making available consumer 
PII to third parties, whether those third parties are acting 
as the Company’s agent or non-agent. The requirements 
of these policies are also included in vendor, service pro-
vider, and third-party contractual agreements. 
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Security offerings

Advanced Home WiFi

We have completed our roll out of Advanced Home WiFi,  
which is now available to 100% of Internet serviceable  
homes passed. With the mission to optimize home net- 
works, Advanced Home WiFi provides Spectrum Inter- 
net® and WiFi customers with detailed visibility and 
control over connected devices on their home networks 
through the My Spectrum application. 

The network scheduling feature, which provides custom-
ers with control over WiFi availability for certain devices 
and times of day, enables parental control schedules to 
be set for children’s devices. Advanced Home WiFi also 
enables customers to limit access entirely to unknown  
devices attempting to get on the network. This offering 
is built on a software platform that allows us to launch 
additional network-based security and control features 
for customers. Advanced Home WiFi also provides remote  
telemetry for Charter service representatives, enabling 
a heightened ability to identify and resolve issues, and 
provides superior customer support while minimizing 
the need to send technicians to customers’ homes. 

In 2022, we will begin rolling out Spectrum Security Shield  
across the residential footprint on the Advanced Home 
WiFi platform. This network-based security protects all  
devices in the home from cybersecurity threats across the  
Internet while safeguarding customers from malicious 
websites. This will be in combination with Spectrum’s free  
Security Suite, which provides endpoint protection to  
computers in the home, defending against viruses, spyware,  
and threats from malicious actors across the Internet.

In 2021, we brought the capabilities of Advanced Home 
WiFi to multiple dwelling units as Advanced Community 
WiFi. With Advanced Community WiFi, tenants receive 
the same visibility and control over their apartment’s 
WiFi networks through the My Spectrum App, while 
building managers will be able to see and manage the 
entire building’s network through a purpose-built prop- 
erty service portal.

CONNEC TED COMMUNITIES

Spectrum Enterprise

We offer enterprise customers multiple network secu-
rity services to safeguard against Internet threats and 
protect their network operations. DDoS Protection is 
a subscription-based service that protects customers’ 
networks against volumetric attacks by automatically 
identifying and mitigating threats. Managed Security 
Service strengthens customers’ Internet security by 
providing a fully managed and maintained firewall to 
protect against threats while securing site-to-site and 
remote connections. 

We have achieved our goal to provide better, safer connectivity 
for our communities by making our Advanced Home WiFi platform 
available to 100% of Internet serviceable homes passed. 
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Expanding access to our products and services

Rural construction initiative

Broadband Internet access is more important than ever 
for education, employment, healthcare, and daily life. 
Yet, millions of households and businesses – especially 
among vulnerable communities and in rural areas – still 
lack access or have not adopted broadband Internet 
service. High-quality, high-speed Internet access supports  
new employment opportunities, enables remote educa- 
tion, and expands the innovative aspects of the knowl-
edge and information economy. A recent report from  
the FCC shows that 14.5 million Americans remain unserved, 
as they are unable to access high-speed broadband. About  
11 million of them live in rural areas. 

Charter is committed to connecting more communities, 
and in 2021, this commitment was recognized as Spec-
trum Internet® was ranked No. 1 in rural Internet service 
in the U.S. News & World Report 2021-22 “Best Rural 
Internet Service Providers” rankings.

In 2021, we announced that we expect to invest over 
$5 billion over the next six years, a portion of which we 
expect to offset with government funding, including $1.2 
billion of support won in the Rural Digital Opportunity 
Fund (“RDOF”) and other federal, state, and municipal 
grants that are available, or that we expect to become 
available, to expand our network and offer reliable broad- 
band services of up to 1 Gbps to one million unserved 

Our goal is to expand our network 
to provide high-speed broadband 
access to one million unserved and 
underserved rural customer locations 
by investing over $5 billion over the 
next six years through our rural 
construction initiative.

and underserved customer locations in states where 
we currently operate. We will add over 100,000 miles 
of new network infrastructure to our approximately 
800,000 existing miles. We are in the process of hiring 
more than 2,000 employees and contractors to support 
our rural expansion. In addition to construction in areas 
subsidized by various government grants, we expect 
to continue rural construction in areas near our current 
plant and surrounding subsidized construction. This ini-
tiative provides the communities we serve with reliable 
connectivity services and provides Charter a long-term 
growth opportunity, as it will drive additional customer 
growth through an expanded footprint in unserved and 
underserved areas. 

422021 ESG Report     |
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Affordability

Expanding broadband access goes beyond geographical 
reach, as it also means expanding affordability. One of 
Charter’s major tenets is to provide quality services at 
low rates. We have specialized offerings to enhance  
affordability for particularly vulnerable populations. 

We are making our Internet product more accessible 
and affordable through Spectrum Internet® Assist, our 
standalone, low-cost Internet service. Qualified house-
holds can receive low-cost, high-speed 30 Mbps service 
with no data caps and a free modem. Spectrum Internet® 
Assist is available to eligible low-income families and 
seniors across our footprint.

In addition, Charter’s Remote Education Offer ran through  
May 2021 and provided two months of free Spectrum  
Internet to new Spectrum Internet households with 
K-12th graders, college students, and/or educators. 
In May 2021, as part of our commitment to help close 
the digital divide, we began participating in the FCC’s 
Emergency Broadband Benefit Program (“EBB”) to help 
connect eligible households with high-speed Internet. 
The EBB program provides eligible low-income house-
holds with monthly credit of up to $50 towards Char-
ter’s various broadband service options and up to $75 for 
households on Tribal lands. We now participate in the 
Affordable Connectivity Program, which provides eligi-
ble low-income households with up to $30 per month 
towards Internet service.

Our Spectrum Enterprise Stay Connected K-12 program 
enables schools to offer high-speed, cable broadband 
Internet access directly to their students, educators, 
and staff in their own homes so learning and teaching 
are uninterrupted. Stay Connected K-12 combines the 
speed and reliability of Spectrum Internet with sim- 
plified program management as students’ families and 
faculty members are not billed for the service. Stay Con-
nected K-12 is flexible, allowing school districts to add 
students when needed, with no minimum term commit-
ment on any of the connections. 

Accessible products and services

Charter’s inclusive line of services and solutions are 
uniquely designed to empower each one of our customers. 
We are helping customers connect to what matters most 
with the latest technology to support their needs. 

Based upon an internal analysis using American Commu-
nity Survey data from the U.S. Census for 2014-2019,17 
more than one out of eight people in Charter’s footprint 
have a disability. Our overall footprint rate for people with  
a disability is somewhat higher than the national average,  
and in some of our largest designated market areas18 
and pockets outside our largest cities, it is significantly 
higher. With this significant opportunity to serve people 
with disabilities through our accessibility offerings, we 
are committed to delivering high-quality programming 
and content and making our products fully accessible.

17 American Community Survey Data is from the U.S. Census Bureau and is used to define the Charter footprint using the Zip Code Tabulation Area (“ZPTA”).  
18 Designated market areas is a term used to define a company’s television and radio markets within their service area.
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The goal of the Spectrum Accessibility Center of Excel-
lence is to create empowering and inclusive experiences 
for our customers and employees. We focus on designing 
universal product experiences that work for everyone. 
Our team of accessibility engineers – many of whom are 
native users of assistive technology themselves – create  
universal and accessible experiences in all phases of pro- 
duct and service development, deployment, sales, mark- 
eting, and customer support. In 2021, we launched a  
dedicated disability support team of agents in our El 
Paso, Texas call center to reduce call transfer rates and  
ensure specialized support for our customers with dis- 
abilities to enhance the overall customer experience.

Charter partners across the business to ensure that our 
customer-facing employees have the skills and confidence  
they need to support customers with disabilities. Our  
Accessibility Learning team provides accessibility training  
for the developers who work on our internal tools, and 
they partner with each business unit’s learning teams so 
that customer-facing employees are familiar with dis-
ability etiquette and can provide education and support 
for product features that are frequently used by customers  
with disabilities, such as Guide Narration, Audio Descrip- 
tion, Closed Captions, and more. We are also highly 
engaged with disability-focused advocacy groups and 
connect regularly with the customers we support.

In 2020, we announced the launch of Spectrum Access, 
a free application designed to provide entertainment 
access to persons with vision or hearing disabilities. The 
Spectrum Access application enhances the user enter- 
tainment experience by enabling customers to play audio  
description or closed captioning directly from their phone  
or tablet. The Spectrum Access application continued to 
grow its user base and content in 2021, extended features 
to include auto resync, and also won the inaugural award 
from the American Council of the Blind for audio descrip-
tion innovation.

The Accessibility Center of Excellence works closely with 
the Industrial Design team to make sure both hardware 
and consumer packaging are tested and as accessible  
as our software. In 2021, based on user feedback, we  
launched a remote overlay that simplifies the user expe-
rience by only exposing buttons essential to the video 
experience. This overlay is beneficial for those with a 
cognitive or visual disability, and for some seniors. In 
2021, we also added a new feature to Spectrum Guide 
with Guide Narration that allows a customer to adjust 
the speech rate of the talking guide. This feature creates 
a better experience for customers who are blind or have 
low vision.
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Additional customer commitments

Responsible marketing

We are committed to promoting our products and ser-
vices responsibly by putting our residential and business 
customers at the forefront of everything that we do. This  
starts with ensuring Spectrum materials are created in a 
manner that complies with our legal and regulatory com-
mitments as well as our own internal standards and poli-
cies. We ensure customer-facing marketing materials are 
truthful and accurate, and that they communicate the 
value of Spectrum products in a straightforward, easy to 
understand manner. Refer to our Responsible Marketing 
Principles for further information on this commitment. 

Customer satisfaction

We are committed to customer satisfaction through first- 
rate customer service and thorough complaint resolution  
processes. Customers with a question or complaint may 
contact us via phone, chat, or U.S. Postal Service; we 
also offer a 24-hour hotline, maintained by a third party, 
which allows whistleblowers, employees, contractors, 
vendors, customers, and others to raise concerns. Cus-
tomer complaints, including those received from regula-
tory agencies and Charter’s senior executives, are taken 
very seriously with our rigorous, best-in-class process to 
address customer complaints immediately and efficiently 
by assessing the customer’s concerns and researching 
previous interactions to determine the series of events  
and next steps. Additionally, the learnings from this pro- 
cess are leveraged to drive people, process, and technol-
ogy improvements across the organization and deliver 
an excellent customer experience. Charter has a dedicated  
Customer Complaints team that facilitates the complaint  
handling process. Our process involves extensive review  
of the customer’s experience, identification of root cause(s),  
and expeditious resolution of all customer issues. 

https://www.spectrum.com/policies/responsible-marketing-principles
https://www.spectrum.com/policies/responsible-marketing-principles
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APPENDIX

SASB Index

The table below contains Charter’s reporting of our ESG performance with reference to the framework for the  
Telecommunications Services industry standard. We do not currently disclose all indicators included in the standard 
but have focused on those most relevant to Charter where we have sufficient information. We will continue to eval-
uate areas for additional disclosure in the future. All data is as of (or for) the year ended December 31, 2021, unless 
otherwise noted.

Activity metrics

Activity metric SASB code Charter’s response

Number of wireless 
subscribers

TC-TL-000.A Total mobile lines: 3,564,000

• Residential: 3,448,000

• Small and medium business: 116,000

For more information, please see our Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021.

Number of wireline 
subscribers

TC-TL-000.B Total video customers: 15,833,000

• Residential: 15,216,000

• Small and medium business: 617,000

Total Voice customers: 9,903,000

• Residential: 8,621,000

• Small and medium business: 1,282,000

For more information, please see our Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021.

Number of broadband 
subscribers

TC-TL-000.C Total Internet customers: 30,089,000

• Residential: 28,137,000

• Small and medium business: 1,952,000

For more information, please see our Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021.

Network traffic TC-TL-000.D 205,611 petabytes19

Other indicators

Topic Accounting metric SASB code Charter’s response

Environmental  
footprint of 
operations

Total energy consumed TC-TL-130a.1 15,242,358 gigajoules 

Percentage grid electricity 67%

Percentage renewable Immaterial – please see Renewable energy for 

more information.

Data privacy Description of policies and practices relating to 

behavioral advertising and customer privacy

TC-TL-220a.1 Please see Protecting customer data, privacy,  

and security.

19 Charter calculates an average to peak throughput ratio based on daily average and daily peak throughput. The average-to-peak ratio is multiplied against the peak 
for each day in the year, which is then summed for our total annual volume.

https://ir.charter.com/static-files/63606f63-1b11-4d60-91a0-5395f1552592
https://ir.charter.com/static-files/63606f63-1b11-4d60-91a0-5395f1552592
https://ir.charter.com/static-files/63606f63-1b11-4d60-91a0-5395f1552592
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Other indicators (continued)

Topic Accounting metric SASB code Charter’s response

Data privacy  Total amount of monetary losses as a  

result of legal proceedings associated  

with customer privacy

TC-TL-220a.1 Charter discloses all material legal proceedings in 

our SEC filings.

In 2021, Charter did not disclose any monetary 

losses as a result of legal proceedings associated 

with customer privacy.

Data security Description of approach to identifying and 

addressing data security risks, including use  

of third-party cybersecurity standards

TC-TL-230a.2 Please see Protecting customer data, privacy,  

and security.

Product end-of-life 
management

Materials recovered through take  

back programs

TC-TL-440a.1 29,046 metric tons20

Competitive  
behavior and  
open Internet

Total amount of monetary losses as a result  

of legal proceedings associated with anti- 

competitive behavior regulations

TC-TL-520a.1 Charter discloses all material legal proceedings in 

our SEC filings.

In 2021, Charter did not disclose any monetary 

losses as a result of legal proceedings associated 

with anti-competitive behavior regulations.

Average actual sustained download speed of  

(1) owned and commercially-associated content 

and (2) non-associated content

TC-TL-520a.2 Charter does not favor certain content and thus,  

the download speed of (1) owned and commercially- 

associated content and (2) non-associated  

content is the same.

Charter participates in the FCC Measuring Broad-

band America Fixed Broadband Report and has 

speed test results published in the report. The 

report can be found on the FCC website.

Description of risks and opportunities associated 

with net neutrality, paid peering, zero rating, and 

related practices

TC-TL-520a.3 Charter supports an open Internet as an integral 

part of our commitment to deliver a superior broad- 

band experience to our customers. We would 

support Congress passing legislation that sets 

forth clear, enforceable, and permanent rules to  

preserve an open Internet within a modern reg- 

ulatory framework that encourages infrastruc- 

ture investment and innovation. Charter’s public 

statements on the open Internet can be found  

on our Policy website.

Managing  
systemic risks  
from technology  
disruptions 

Discussion of systems to provide unimpeded 

service during service interruptions

TC-TL-550a.2 Please see Continuously upgrading the resilience 

and reliability of our network.

20  The metric includes the weight of CPE collected by Charter’s third-party vendors for in-warranty repairs. Charter reports this data by weight, not percentage.

https://www.fcc.gov/reports-research/reports/measuring-broadband-america/measuring-fixed-broadband-eleventh-report
https://policy.charter.com/
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The below table is a summary of our ESG activities with reference to the recommendations of the TCFD. Our 2021 CDP 
Climate Change Survey Response, available on our ESG website, contains additional information on our climate-related 
activities. For convenience, we provide references to 2021 CDP questions as they overlap with the TCFD guidelines. We 
continue to evaluate areas for additional disclosure and plan to disclose information in our 2022 CDP Climate Change 
Survey Response.

Section TCFD disclosure  
recommendations Content in this report CDP  

question #

Governance Disclose the organization’s gov-

ernance around climate-related 

risks and opportunities.

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee oversees ESG 

matters and receives quarterly reports from management regarding 

ESG and climate strategy progress. The Audit Committee reviews our 

ERM program on a regular basis, which includes reviewing threats to  

our network and our business, such as business continuity risks, 

including extreme weather. Management and the Audit Committee 

regularly report to the Board regarding the ERM program. In addition, 

the CEO, who also serves as the Board Chair, receives regular reports 

regarding ESG and climate strategy progress.

Senior management receives climate strategy updates from the 

business through our ESG ESC and OSC. We have two cross-functional, 

climate-related committees that report to the OSC. These committees,  

chaired by leaders in our Corporate Services and Sustainability func-

tions, meet regularly. One committee oversees data collection and 

calculation related to our scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions. The second com- 

mittee collects initiatives directed at efficiency that impact Charter’s 

carbon neutral goal. Sustainability leads these committees and col-

laborates with business divisions as they develop and align towards 

climate-related business strategies required to achieve our goal to  

be carbon neutral in our operations by 2035. For more information 

about our governance practices, please see ESG governance and  

Climate governance.

C1.1b, C1.2, 

C1.2a

Risk Management Disclose how the organization 

identifies, assesses, and manages 

climate-related risks.

In 2021, we conducted a climate risk and opportunity assessment, an 

extension of our ERM process, which evaluates both the likelihood 

and the severity of risks in order to determine the overall impact of a 

given risk. Please see our CDP Climate Change Survey Response for 

more information.

Specific aspects of climate risk, most notably the impact of physical 

climate risks, are considered in our ERM and incident assessment 

processes. Please see Managing risk, reliability, and resilience for 

more details.

C2.1, C2.2, 

C2.2a

https://corporate.charter.com/esg-report
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Other indicators (continued)

Section TCFD disclosure  
recommendations Content in this report CDP  

question #

Strategy Disclose the actual and potential 

impacts of climate-related risks 

and opportunities on the orga-

nization’s businesses, strategy, 

and financial planning

Transition risk and opportunities:

Our risk and opportunity assessment studied the impact of transition 

risks, such as carbon regulation on our operations, fleet, and value 

chain, as well as the technology, legal, market, and reputational risks 

associated with the transition to a low-carbon economy. To help man-

age these risks, deliver on our operational efficiency objective, and  

deliver on our environmental commitment to the communities we  

serve, in 2021, we committed to a goal to be carbon neutral in our oper- 

ations by 2035. For more information about our goal and our strategy, 

please see Investing in the efficiency of the network to provide afford-

able services. 

Physical risk:

Our assessment also included the incremental nature of climate 

impacts from acute and chronic physical risks. For more infor-

mation about our approach to managing physical risk resilience, 

please see Continuously upgrading the resilience and reliability  

of our network.

C2.1a, C2.3, 

C2.4, C3.1, 

C3.2, C3.2a, 

C3.3, C3.4

Metrics and Targets Disclose the metrics and targets 

used to assess and manage rel-

evant climate-related risks and 

opportunities.

In 2021, we committed to a goal to be carbon neutral in our operations 

by 2035. Please see Investing in the efficiency of the network to pro- 

vide affordable services for more information about our climate-related 

metrics and goals. Please see Understanding our sources of GHG 

emissions for details of our scope 1, scope 2, and select scope 3 GHG 

emissions, and relevant calculation methodologies.

C4.1, C4.2,   

C6.1, C6.3, 

C6.5
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	At Charter Communications, we believe that serving our more than 32 million customers and supporting our more than 93,000 employees means going beyond delivering best-in-class Internet, TV, mobile, and voice services. It means being hyperlocal, from expanding our network to connect more homes and businesses, to the news we bring our viewers each day, to hiring a diverse and inclusive workforce and providing career opportunities, and being active members of the communities we serve. Last year, we introduced 
	Our ESG efforts continue to be structured in a comprehensive three-pillar framework to reflect how our business drives sustained value in a virtuous cycle. By investing in a highly skilled workforce, we are able to deliver a superior network that connects communities. The services we deliver are important in the lives of our customers and the communities we serve, which is why we established the following goals to help create long-term value through sustainable connectivity:
	We made significant progress towards our goals in 2021 and have achieved two of them early in 2022. We now offer a starting minimum wage of at least $20 per hour, including target commissions, and our Advanced Home WiFi product is now available to 100% of Internet serviceable homes passed. Since our last report, we commenced our multiyear, multibillion dollar rural construction initiative, launched our philanthropic initiative to revitalize community centers in the com-munities we serve, and developed strat
	This year’s ESG report describes Charter’s actions that support achieving carbon neutrality and the investments we make in the diverse communities where we operate and our employees live and work. We believe the information provided in this report demonstrates to all our stakeholders the important role these efforts play in Charter’s business strategy and how our performance in these areas contribute toward positioning Charter for continued success. 
	Thomas M. RutledgeChairman and Chief Executive Officer
	A Highly Skilled Workforce, a Superior Network, and Connected Communities underpinned by strong governance constitute our ESG framework. These pillars define our ESG priorities, set a foundation for our ESG goals, and reflect important aspects of our overall busi-ness strategy.
	Charter developed this framework in 2020 through a detailed review of leading ESG standards reflecting stakeholder priorities paired with feedback across the organization to identify and inform our approach. We began with an initial set of topics from a number of leading, industry-specific sustainability standards, including the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (“SASB”). We combined these standards with the findings of a comprehensive peer assessment, existing programs at Charter, and a broad execu
	We create long-term value by building sustainable connectivity through a virtuous cycle that begins with investing in a highly skilled workforce. Our workforce enables us to deliver superior products and services over an advanced network, connecting our customers and their communities.
	Charter has formalized a number of operating metrics within each pillar of our framework to track and measure performance across our ESG focus areas. The table below highlights our efforts during fiscal years 2021 and 2020 (ended December 31, 2021 and 2020), unless otherwise noted. The table also summarizes our goals, which are set out in more detail in the report. We will begin reporting on metrics associated with our newly established goals in our 2022 report.
	The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee is responsible for oversight of the Company’s efforts with regard to ESG matters. The ESC and OSC are both chaired by Charter’s General Counsel and are composed of leaders from across our operations, including Accounting, Business Planning, Communications, Community Impact, Corporate Finance, Corporate Services, Diversity & Inclusion, Government Affairs, Human Resources, Investor Relations, Legal, Network Operations, Policy, and Sustainability.
	The ESC is composed of senior-level management responsible for overseeing and determining the direction and ambition of key ESG program areas. The ESC oversees the work of the OSC to align our programs and disclosures with Charter’s values and business goals. In 2021, the ESC typically met monthly and the Company’s ESG and climate strategy progress was reported regularly to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and quarterly to the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee. 
	The OSC, which met at least monthly in 2021, consists of program leaders related to our ESG areas of focus. The OSC provides input on the Company’s ESG framework, assists with the establishment and tracking of ESG metrics, and guides the Company’s approach with respect to ESG programs and disclosures. The Climate Committees operate as subcommittees of the OSC and are focused on the collection and review of GHG data as well as initiatives related to our climate change strategy (see ). 
	In addition to the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee responsibilities defined above, the full Board has delegated ESG-related responsibilities to various committees. The Audit Committee reviews our Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”) program on a regular basis, which includes reviewing threats to our network and our business, such as cybersecurity and business continuity risks, including extreme weather. The Board regularly reviews reports from management and the Audit Committee regarding the ERM
	Charter recognizes that a professional, skilled workforce is vital to our success. This belief is reflected in our Company’s values of employees being experts in their field and pursuing continuous growth and learning. As a service organization, our employees take personal responsibility for meeting our shared goals and fulfilling our commitments as they strive to be masters of their craft. In 2021, Charter invested approximately $277 million in training, offering a wide array of talent development programs
	Each major business unit has a learning organization that manages and maintains role-specific training for employees, from new hires to supervisors. Our Cor-porate Learning organization supports broader, cross-functional learning initiatives with tools, resources, and technology infrastructure. By leveraging this distributed learning model, employees are immersed in role-based training within their business units (e.g., customer service, field operations, and sales) and supported at the corporate level for 
	Employer of choice recognition
	Charter, under the Spectrum brand, was recognized as a top employer on several occasions in 2021, including Forbes’ “Best-In-State Employer” for CO, CT, KY, MO, and NC, and WayUp’s “Top 100 Internship Program.”
	Broadband Technician Apprenticeship Program
	One of our most successful ongoing programs is our Broadband Technician Apprenticeship Program. This highly regarded program, certified by the U.S. Department of Labor, is aligned with our broadband technician career progression and includes thousands of hours of on-the-job training and classroom instruction.
	Training by the numbers in 2021
	Total number of learning experiences available at Charter:
	Total number of aggregate training hours:
	million hours
	We offer more than 94,600 learning experiences spanning leadership development, new hire, and professional skills training. In 2021, we added over 13,000 new learning experiences, with the majority being online offerings. Our Company-wide Learning Management System has the ability to view formal learning activity, including completion rates and evaluations on training and development experiences, to provide full-time and part-time employees, as well as management, a comprehensive view of progression. Learne
	Charter offers a variety of standard and customized leadership development programs, resources, and curricula for each business unit and job level. Some business units have frontline and mid-level leadership programs that are tailored to unique business challenges, while others leverage corporate-provided leadership content in an open enrollment format. Employees are encouraged to use an Individual Training and Development Plan, a tool within the Learning Management System, to track course completion and pr
	Learning partnerships
	Our learning offerings are supplemented by programs provided through organizations such as the Center for Creative Leadership, the Cable and Telecommunications Association for Marketing, and the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers. For additional leadership development opportunities, we also partner with key diversity organizations such as Women in Cable Telecommunications and the National Association for Multi-ethnicity in Communications.
	We recognize that development through education is an integral part of our workforce’s personal and professional growth and as such, we financially invest in employees seeking degrees and certifications. Through our Education Assistance Program, Charter will pay up to $5,250 in a calendar year for expenses incurred from pursuing a degree at an accredited college, university, or trade school when the program is related to the full-time employee’s current role or will prepare them for a future role at Charter
	As we look to the future, we recognize the ongoing need to further strengthen and diversify our leadership pipeline. When recruiting external talent for leadership positions, we prioritize diverse slates, leveraging technologies, programs, and tools to identify and source diverse talent. When assessing our internal talent, each business unit participates in an annual talent planning process to review the overall performance of our leaders and their potential to serve in larger, more complex roles. These dis
	We believe in offering a comprehensive compensation and benefits package that rewards employees for their contributions to our success, supports all aspects of their well-being, and delivers real value at every stage of life. Our total rewards programs include competitive wages, robust healthcare benefits, free Spectrum video, Internet, and voice, and a generous retirement program. Charter’s total compensation package is designed to attract and retain talent and provide holistic support to employees through
	We provide high-quality, comprehensive medical, dental, and vision coverage for all full-time and part-time employees. It is our priority to keep this coverage affordable for our employees and their families, and so for the last nine years, we have absorbed the full cost increase for medical, dental, and vision coverage. As a result, an employee who has been with Charter during this time period has saved nearly $8,600 on average. We contribute up to $1,500 per year into a healthcare account to help employee
	Raising our starting wage to $20 an hour
	Percentage of our hourly employees making, at minimum, $20 per hour
	In addition to our health and well-being programs, we offer competitive starting wages with significant incentive compensation and annual earnings potential based on specific roles. In April 2020, we committed to a $20 per hour starting minimum wage for all hourly full-time and part-time employees in 2022. To accomplish this, we increased our starting minimum wage to $16.50 per hour in 2020, and then to $18 per hour in 2021. In the first quarter of 2022, we achieved our goal of all hourly employees having a
	Nearly 80% of our employees are eligible for additional variable compensation based on their performance (e.g., annual performance bonus or sales commissions). Charter’s equity incentive plan also covers over 4,000 leaders in roles at or above the Director level, and awards are granted pursuant to the action of the Compensation and Benefits Committee.
	All employees are eligible to participate in our retirement program and new hires are automatically enrolled. For every dollar our employees put into their 401(k), we match dollar for dollar up to 6% of their eligible pay. On top of that, all employees below the Director level (approximately 94% of our workforce) are also eligible to receive an additional Company non-elective contribution equal to 3% of their eligible pay that goes into a Retirement Accumulation Plan (RAP). Together, these Charter contribut
	Beyond our core benefits, we provide a suite of non-compensation benefits and programs to help our employees balance work and life, including paid time off for holidays, vacations, and illness, along with paid parental leave. Full-time employees are eligible for seven observed holidays, four personal days, seven sick days (which can be accrued up to a maximum of 520 hours), and 10 to 25 vacation days based on tenure. Up to 80 hours of vacation time can be carried over to the following calendar year. Part-ti
	For illness or injury recovery, full-time employees are eligible to receive short- and long-term disability income replacement benefits to support their recovery. Birth mothers receive eight weeks of short-term disability income replacement benefits in addition to the two weeks of paid parental leave. Full-time employees also receive basic life and accidental death and dismemberment insurance at no cost. 
	Beyond state and federal leave requirements, we offer additional personal unpaid leave when an employee needs time away for non-medical reasons. Charter also supports our military members by providing differential pay for up to one year while serving our country on military leave.
	Family support services
	We recognize the journey to parenthood is different for everyone. Charter offers fertility benefits for our employees and their dependents that includes treatment, preservation, and surrogacy so that all employees, including our LGBTQ community members, have an opportunity to build a family. We also have family planning support programs and tools, along with financial support and reimbursement for costs associated with adoption and surrogacy. Charter provides nurs-ing mothers with a concierge service to exp
	Charter’s success has been, and will continue to be, driven by our dedicated employees who combine the highest level of craftsmanship and quality of service with the highest ethical standards. Charter’s , , and Employee Handbook provide the foundation for ethical conduct and business practices for the Company and all subsidiaries. As part of our Workplace Expectations learning program, all employees (including part-time employees) are trained on the Code of Conduct upon hiring, and again biennially. As part
	Our policies and our culture promote open feedback, but we also offer a 24-hour hotline, maintained by a third party, that allows whistleblowers, employees, contractors, vendors, customers, and others to raise concerns anonymously. The Company’s Open Door Policy also encourages reports to be made directly to Human Resources, and the policy prohibits retaliation against any individual who, in good faith, seeks advice, raises a question, reports misconduct, or participates in an investigation of a potential C
	Reports of potential unethical behavior are investigated by Corporate Compliance, Internal Audit, Corporate Physical Security, Employment Relations, or others at the direction of Charter’s Corporate Compliance team, in accordance with the Workplace Investigations Policy. Corrective actions are taken in accordance with Charter’s Corrective Action Guidelines. Additionally, the Company performs regular risk assessments intended to identify and deter potential unethical behavior or instances of non-compliance.
	In dealing with public officials, other corporations, and private citizens, we firmly adhere to our ethical business practices as laid out in our Code of Conduct. The Company’s Anti-Bribery Policy and Federal Contracting (“FC”) Policy, both of which cover all employees and subsidiaries, define bribery as “something of value given with the intent to influence an official act” and facilitation payments as “a payment made with the purpose of expediting or securing performance of a Government action by a Govern
	Charter’s network passes more than 54 million households and businesses, serving over 32 million customers in countless urban, suburban, and rural communities across our country. The diversity of the communities we serve is reflected in our workforce, and our success in serving these communities requires a commitment to diversity and inclusion in every aspect of our business. At Charter, we value the unique backgrounds, perspectives, and experiences of our employees and partners. Embracing these differences
	Led by Charter’s Chief Diversity Officer, the Company’s governance structure promotes shared accountability and responsibility for diversity and inclusion through an Executive Steering Committee for Diversity & Inclusion (“Steering Committee”) and our External Diver-sity & Inclusion Council (“EDIC”). Charter’s CEO chairs the Steering Committee, representing the Company’s executive leadership team, which meets quarterly. In 2021, the Steering Committee created three subcommittees focused on a subset of our s
	We approach diversity and inclusion holistically to support our commercial strategy and continued business success. Our diversity and inclusion strategy is built around five pillars – our people, a culture of inclusion, products and services, suppliers, and our community. 
	Our leaders and employees understand that a workforce that is reflective of the customers and communities we serve helps drive strong business performance. Our workforce of more than 93,000 employees reflects the full range of diversity and abilities, and we actively promote diversity at every level of our organization through a strong focus on the recruitment, retention, and development of our employees. For example, we have partnerships with a number of Historically Black Colleges and Universities (“HBCU”
	Charter’s employees reflect the diversity of the communities we serve
	Diverse representation by race and ethnicity
	Black/African American
	Hispanic/Latino
	We are proud of the progress made in promoting diversity in our workforce and are committed to maintaining our focus, as we also recognize that workforce diversity alone is not sufficient to achieve our Company’s objectives. We are equally committed to fostering an inclusive environment. We have practices devoted to diversity and inclusion, accessibility, and a fair and respectful workplace, supported by our Equal Employment Opportunity, Diversity & Inclusion, and Accessibility policies. Charter provides eq
	Charter further demonstrates our commitment to an inclusive environment through our five Business Resource Groups (“BRG”), which focus on people with disabilities, the LGBTQ community, employees with multicultural backgrounds, veterans, and women. These voluntary groups are open to all employees, regardless of back-ground; connect employees with shared characteristics, life experiences, and interests; and enable them to engage in activities that advance our culture of inclusion and contribute to business su
	In 2021, Charter continued our Charter Inclusion Talks program, an internal speaker series built around cultural heritage, identity, and belonging. Charter Inclusion Talks, which are held across our footprint, raise awareness of the many identities and heritages representing the employees in our Company, and promote inclusive behaviors in the workplace. These programs are supported by a robust communications plan designed to keep our employees informed about how diversity and inclusion support our business.
	Asian
	Female
	Veterans
	Includes full-time and part-time employees as of December 31, 2021.
	In 2021, Forbes recognized Charter’s dedication to supporting military veterans by naming the Company to its “Best Employers for Veterans” list. Within the same year, Charter was added to Latino Leaders Magazine’s list of “Best Companies for Latinos to Work,” which is based on criteria such as employee diversity, employee resource group programs, and efforts to recruit, promote, and retain Latino employees.
	Charter is committed to delivering products and services that meet the unique and diverse needs of customers of all backgrounds and abilities. We have agreements with more than 200 ethnically-targeted and/or minority-owned networks, and we offer video programming packages that are uniquely tailored to appeal to multi-cultural communities, including the African American, Hispanic, Asian-American, Italian, French, Greek, and German communities. Our robust Hispanic-targeted offerings feature more than 75 Spani
	Our Accessibility team is embedded within our Product and Technology organization and is focused on enabling our customers to have equal access to our products and services. Since 2018, we have launched four universally-designed apps, such as the Spectrum Access application, which provides audio description and closed captioning for entertainment offerings, and the Spectrum News application, an all-in-one destination for local news, weather forecasts, and events. We also formed a disability support team, lo
	Charter believes that supplier diversity enhances innovation, as we view our suppliers as true partners enabling us to deliver greater value to our customers. Across our Company, we strive to increase opportunities to engage suppliers with diverse backgrounds, experiences, and competencies, recognizing that they can connect us to new business networks and ideas, support business growth, and enhance the quality, reach, and accessibility of our products and services. Charter works with a number of diverse sup
	Finally, serving our customers and supporting our employ-ees also means investing in the communities they call home. We seek to empower and advance local communities by promoting economic opportunity and access to information to enhance lives in lasting ways. We achieve this objective through partnerships with national civil rights and nonprofit organizations, enabling us to fund and create new programs and initiatives that raise awareness about important issues impacting communities throughout our footprin
	We value our employees and are committed to providing a safe and healthy workplace. All employees are required to comply with Company safety rules and expectations, and are expected to actively contribute to making our Company a safer place to work. Charter strives for continuous improvement through an integrated environmental, health, and safety (“EHS”) management system that provides guidance, instruction, and best management practices that meet or exceed regulatory requirements. As a result, all employee
	We have an established process to investigate health and safety-related incidents, uncover root causes, and create preventive action plans. When incidents do occur, Charter reports, investigates, and documents the event in accordance with applicable federal and state regulations. Any injury that meets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”) criteria will be recorded and maintained to meet regulatory requirements and Company policy. To reflect the Company’s safety performance year-over-yea
	The results of our efforts are reflected in the downward trend of our TRIR. In 2021, our OSHA injury rate dropped approximately 8% compared to 2020. This trend is largely driven by initiatives such as:
	Over the past five years, Charter has invested over $40 billion in infrastructure and technology. This includes invest-ments in our fiber backbone, as well as customer-facing projects such as the conversion to all-digital, which freed up capacity in our hybrid-fiber-coaxial network. These investments ensure that we can help meet our customers’ needs for reliable, high-speed Internet with enough capa-city to support even the most high-bandwidth activities.
	In 2021, Charter doubled the starting download speed of Spectrum Internet® from 100 to 200 megabits per second (“Mbps”), expanding the faster speed to nearly six million homes in 17 additional markets. Upon completion, starting speeds of 200 Mbps were available to nearly 85% of the Company’s 41-state service area.
	Charter has taken several key steps to ensure the resilience and continued operations of our critical customer supporting platforms and operational support systems. We continuously monitor and plan for threats that can include high network demand, natural disasters, and cyber-related events.
	Charter’s ERM process follows five steps: identification, evaluation, classification, confirmation, and ongoing monitoring. To identify risks with potential impact to our strategic plans and business objectives, each of our business units identifies relevant risks and shares the findings with management. Each risk is then classified as high, medium, or low across three categories: impact, likelihood of occurrence, and controls effectiveness. Based on this evaluation, risks are classified into tiers to prior
	In 2021, as an extension of our ERM process, Charter conducted a climate risk and opportunity assessment informed by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (“TCFD”) recommendations. This assessment evaluated substantive financial or strategic impact, defined as a risk that has both a high likelihood and a high severity rating, related to climate change. Though the climate risk and opportunity assessment did not determine climate-related risks and opportunities that currently pose a substant
	Business continuity risks are multifaceted in nature, includ-ing the impact of weather events, which we frequently analyze through our incident assessment process. Charter has sound and robust business continuity management and disaster recovery governance processes in place, with a framework that includes:
	We leverage a continual service improvement approach to assess risk to our network. As natural disasters and extreme weather events are unpredictable and can be fast moving, we review, practice, and update our Disaster Emergency Action Plan so that we are ready to respond. We conduct regular preventative maintenance and testing to our fixed-facility critical infrastructure that provides services to our customers. The Company reviews facilities at risk from climate events and takes proactive measures to mini
	To ensure the resilience and performance of our network, we also conduct regular exercises and testing of our environments. Our Operations Centers monitor our systems around the clock using a multitude of state-of-the-art monitoring tools to maintain uninterrupted service. Disaster recovery testing occurs regularly on our internal systems and networks, allowing for a timelyrecovery of our systems in the event of a disruption. We provide our employees with disaster recovery playbooks and frequent training (e
	If a natural disaster strikes, Charter works quickly to safely conduct field surveys to identify impacted customers and restore connectivity. An incident assessment, including assessing possible scope and impact to the business, is conducted as part of any decision to activate Charter’s Emergency Management Plan. 
	We maintain geographically distinct data centers, which support our critical platforms. Data centers are highly available, redundant, and have carefully-calculated capacity and bandwidth. Multiple regional data centers across our footprint help distribute our services closer to our customers and enhance our ability to spread or alleviate excess network load as needed. All of our data centers are operated at exacting standards for resiliency and redundancy, such as being equipped with redundant power, backup
	Our national network consists of a series of national, regional, metro, and hub level interconnections. Each of these layers are designed with redundancy and resiliency measures. Our network routers are connected to each other through multiple diverse layers and there is additional redundancy in these connections. As such, there are multiple paths through which we can deliver our reliable services and also prepare for outages or maintenance periods.
	Our teams closely track bandwidth demands, including peak periods, and use forecasting tools to inform our capacity management and network planning efforts. We model growth rates of both subscribers and usage per subscriber over time, and constantly monitor network traffic patterns, usage rates, and utilization of last mile access layer networks. These analyses are continuously assessed in relation to previous days, weeks, and years of network activity so we can identify trends and pre-pare for needed upgra
	Charter recognizes that delivering best-in-class Internet, TV, mobile, and voice services requires the consumption of energy to power our network and fuel to operate our fleet. Accordingly, our business success is predicated on resource efficiency and the mitigation of potential climate change-related impacts. Our climate-related goal to be carbon neutral in our operations by 2035 delivers on our operational efficiency objective and our responsibility to the communities we serve. By driving efficiencies in 
	Our goal to be carbon neutral relates to our scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions, while scope 3 emissions from set-top boxes (“STBs”) and small network equipment (“SNE”) are the focus of our efforts under the Energy Efficiency Voluntary Agreements (please see ).
	Our product offerings continue to promote the transition to a low-carbon economy by providing connectivity across our footprint and virtualizing our customers’ businesses and everyday lives. As we design the modems, routers, set-top boxes, and other equipment used in our customers’ homes and businesses, we consider the end-to-end environmental footprint. Our initiatives outlined later in this section reduce energy consumption, increase efficient use and reuse of materials, and responsibly recycle our produc
	Charter’s strategy for becoming carbon neutral by 2035 focuses on electric energy efficiency, renewable energy, and fleet fuel efficiency. Together, these strategies comprise nearly all of our scope 1 and 2 operational emissions sources. 
	Our energy efficiency program focuses on reducing GHG emissions within our scope 2 electricity consumption. This demand-side energy management program seeks to identify the greatest opportunities for energy efficiency and cost savings across our property portfolio. Using a data-driven approach focused on energy use intensity, we normalize energy consumption by specific type of site use and geography in order to develop projects targeting our less efficient properties. We are focused on reducing the carbon i
	Given the nature of our operations and the continued growth of our business, our renewable energy strategy recognizes that we will need to decarbonize the electricity we consume as we keep our customers connected. Going forward, we will account for standard delivery renewable energy, as well as acquire renewable energy certificates (“RECs”) via renewable power purchase agree-ments, utility green energy programs, and/or direct purchase. We are evaluating and optimizing renewable energy opportunities to pilot
	Our technicians perform a critical function to keep our customers connected and to service our network via our fleet. We continue to focus on fleet and fuel efficiency initiatives as fleet comprises approximately 23% of our scope 1 and 2 emissions.
	Charter has been conducting a study as to the feasibility of some portion of our fleet being electric vehicles.  Our study will continue to take into account a myriad of factors including (i) the distributed nature of our fleet over 41 states, (ii) the required size and weight of a large portion of our vehicles, (iii) the distances our vehicles travel in a day and the varied environments in which our vehicles operate (e.g., colder temperatures limit the range of EVs), (iv) impacts to business continuity dur
	Charter accounts for GHG emissions in both our operations and value chain in line with the concepts of “scope” defined in the GHG Protocol. 
	 Scope 1:   Direct emissions produced from assets Charter owns or controls, namely from fleet, natural gas, corporate-owned aircraft, and fugitive emissions from our fire suppression systems
	 Scope 2:   Indirect emissions from electricity and steam purchased by Charter
	 Scope 3:   Select other indirect emissions produced upstream and downstream of Charter’s operations, namely corporate air travel, material energy, and energy use for various devices – STBs, SNE, and mobile devices that are either owned or controlled by our customers
	Since completing our first GHG baseline assessment of our 2019 emissions, we have completed additional years of GHG inventories for 2020 and 2021. This multiyear view provides trending insights, tracks progress, and focuses our efforts to achieve our carbon neutral goal. 
	Our scopes 1 and 2 emissions, which are part of our goal to be carbon neutral in our operations, have decreased over 11% since our baseline year of 2019. Charter’s scope 1 Fleet emissions continue to decrease approximately 7% annually due in part to initiatives to reduce truck rolls, as well as increased vehicle fuel efficiencies. Our scope 2 emissions have been decreasing each year – 11% since 2019 and 2% since 2020 – in part because of our application of updated U.S. EPA eGRID emissions factors each year,
	Our overall scope 3 value chain emissions increased 9% since our baseline year of 2019 due to the increased customer demand for Internet services and the growth of our Spectrum Mobile business. When accounting for the SNE and STB emissions, the energy efficiency reductions with the Voluntary Agreements and fewer purchases of STBs by Charter are offset by a consistent increase in total volume of purchased modems and routers. Energy use emissions from both STB and SNE experience the same propor-tional and pas
	The Climate Data Committee and the Climate Initiatives Committee operate as subcommittees of the ESG OSC, and are composed of cross-functional leaders spanning multiple business divisions. The Climate Data Committee is responsible for GHG data collection and calculation aligned with leading practice. The Climate Initiatives Committee is responsible for the quantification of emissions avoided from our emissions efficiency and reductions projects. In 2021, Charter appointed a Sustainability Director within Co
	Later this year, Charter will complete construction of tower two of our new Stamford, Connecticut headquarters campus. As with our tower one build, we followed the LEED Silver® principles for design, LED lighting, as well as other sustainability and wellness property operating practices. When feasible, we find opportunities to apply LEED principles to new builds, retrofits, and lifecycle reinvestment projects. In all our property refreshes, the LEED principles that we employ include LED lighting upgrades, e
	We continue to identify properties with oversized or redundant power and mechanical systems related to former uses, and we are pursuing decommissioning these systems to right-size for current use. For example, a building on our Charlotte campus formerly designed for data center use now saves approximately 2,300 metric tons of COe per year. Charter accomplished this by removing oversized generators, storage tanks, and non-essential backup power modules, and subsequently reconfiguring electrical and mechanica
	Our five National Data Centers (“NDC”) were designed and built to provide 100% service continuity while operating at the highest levels of energy efficiency, exemplified by LEED certification achieved for the buildings that house the Denver (LEED Gold®) and Charlotte (LEED Silver®) data centers. Our data centers expand at the pace of the Company’s growth and success to keep our employ-ees and customers connected. NDCs were designed with energy-efficient mechanical, electrical, and cooling systems to optimiz
	Efficiency strategies in the NDCs include, but are not limited to:
	Charter has eight locations that generated approximately 9,300 MWh of renewable energy from solar arrays in 2021that help decarbonize the electricity grid and are con-sumed by others. We estimate that energy from these arrays reduced overall grid emissions by approximately 2,500 metric tons of COe in 2021. One solar array is an approximately 800 kilowatt system on the roof and grounds of our core operations at the Charlotte NDC. This data center has generated over 7,400 MWh of electricity and helped decreas
	Charter systematically replaces older vehicles to increase the efficiency of our fleet and leverage new technology. For example, we installed telematics devices in vehicles to optimize routing. Our overall truck roll count decreased in 2021, compared to 2019 and 2020, as a result of self-installations, lower customer churn, and operational effi-ciencies, all while maintaining the proportion of truck rolls supported by in-house technicians. The increase in customer self-installations is a result of our all-d
	Charter’s commitment to sustainability extends beyond our data centers and networks to improving the energy efficiency of the Internet modems and video STBs used in customers’ homes to access our services. Charter is a founding signatory of two historic initiatives that have improved the energy efficiency of these devices, saving customers billions of dollars in electricity and avoiding millions of metric tons of COe. These measurements are verified through annual independent evaluation and audits performed
	Under the Voluntary Agreement for Ongoing Improvement to the Energy Efficiency of Set-Top Boxes (“STB Voluntary Agreement”), announced in 2013 in partnership with the Natural Resources Defense Council and the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (“ACEEE”), video service providers representing nearly 95% of the U.S. market committed that at least 90% of their new STBs purchased each year would meet prescribed efficiency levels. These levels were made even more rigorous in 2017 and 2020, and even 
	According to D+R International’s most recent Annual Report, the parties to this agreement have succeeded in: 
	The STB Voluntary Agreement decreased average energy consumption, achieving a 46% drop in average energy consumption since 2012 by digital video recorders, the most energy-intensive type of STB. 
	Under the Voluntary Agreement for Ongoing Improvement to the Energy Efficiency of Small Network Equipment (“SNE Voluntary Agreement”), signed in 2015, all of the nation’s large Internet service providers teamed with numerous leading device manufacturers to improve the energy efficiency of modems, routers, and network extenders used by customers to access the Internet. Like the STB Voluntary Agreement, signatories committed that at least 90% of their new devices would meet prescribed efficiency levels that h
	The success of the SNE Voluntary Agreement is measured differently due to the extraordinary, rapid change in the customer demand for faster speed to their home and stronger WiFi within it. From 2017 to 2020, Charter’s flagship service speed tripled from 60 Mbps to 200 Mbps and our customers’ average monthly data consumption rose from 200 Gigabytes to 600 Gigabytes. To keep pace, the device features have changed significantly, and the SNE Voluntary Agreement’s “new features” process has afforded companies th
	Charter’s  contains more information about these initiatives, including links to the energy consumption of all new models deployed by Charter under the STB and SNE Voluntary Agreements. 
	Design for Reuse is a program within Charter aimed at utilizing the industrial design process to extend the longevity of useful product life, which will then reduce indirect carbon emissions. This program enables Charter to innovate ways to reduce and reuse materials, while analyzing the impact of the program across different lines of business. There are two major initiatives that the program is currently implementing and investigating. First, the program focuses on the refurbishment of customer premises eq
	The equipment refurbishment aspect of this program will be implemented on all Charter designed equipment moving forward: it has been implemented with our WiFi 6 router and is being applied in a new product currently under development. The life cycle of these products is cyclical, so conducting refurbishment on a piece of equipment can reduce emissions by reusing existing customer premises equipment. This process involves receiving damaged equipment, replacing the exterior housing, and then redeploying the e
	The materials reduction initiative focuses on self-installation kits. This process involves reviewing current materials used, methods of manufacturing, and location of manufacturing. There are potential opportunities to reduce the amount of materials used per kit and man-ufacture domestically to reduce emissions created during shipping. 
	We have programs that help mitigate customers’ need for new mobile devices, which will, in turn, reduce Charter’s carbon footprint. One of the leading Spectrum Mobile™ service product offerings is the “Bring Your Own Device” (“BYOD”) program where customers bring devices they already own to our network. Spectrum Mobile™ also provides a great trade-in offer plus an extra $100 promotional credit towards a new device for customers who trade-in a previously owned device. These trade-in devices are then sold to 
	Charter is committed to protecting our environment by adhering to environmental laws and regulations as well as Company standards and guidelines. To achieve that objective and implement best practices, the Company has comprehensive material reuse and recycling take-back programs, where we internally reuse collected materials within Charter’s operations, if possible. Materials that we can no longer use within the Company are disposed through resale programs as appropriate, where other companies can purchase 
	Charter invests in communities where our customers and employees live and work, helping communities become more connected, stronger, and better prepared for the future. We are committed to impacting lives based on community improvement goals that are realized through the provision of high-quality and affordable services, programs focused on strategic philanthropic investments, in-kind support, and employee engagement. Our philanthropic efforts include programs that promote digital inclusion through digital 
	In the fall of 2020, Charter completed its signature philanthropic program, Spectrum Housing Assist, and met our goal of improving 50,000 homes across the country. Building on the success of Spectrum Housing Assist, in2021, Charter launched Spectrum Community Assist (“SCA”), a $30 million, five-year philanthropic initiative aimed at revitalizing community centers in rural and urban areas and investing in job training programs in underserved communities across the Company’s 41-state footprint. Charter’s goal
	Through SCA, Charter partners with national and local nonprofit organizations to identify and improve community centers in need of support. The Company invests in the centers’ job training efforts with cash grants and in-kind contributions, improving physical classroom spaces and providing technology to enhance participants’ learning experience, including laptops and classroom furniture. Revitalization events with employee and community volunteers are held at each center. Additionally, because broadband is 
	Charter launched SCA in St. Louis at Better Family Life (“BFL”), a nonprofit organization focused on stabilizing inner city neighborhoods, which utilizes our program to expand its career development services for residents. In addition to financial assistance, Charter’s upgrades to the facility, including the new Spectrum Technology and Training Center, enabled BFL to offer additional classes to further serve the community. Charter subsequently launched four additional SCA partnerships in Charlotte, Glen Fal
	The Spectrum Community Investment Loan Fund (“Loan Fund”), with over $22 million in committed loan capital, capacity grant donations, and in-kind contributions, invests in businesses in economically-underserved communities. By offering loans directly to local businesses or through Community Development Financial Institutions (“CDFIs”), the Loan Fund provides growth capital, creating new jobs and strengthening the economic infrastructure in both rural and urban areas. Through partnerships with organizations 
	Spectrum Digital Education
	Charter funds programs offering broadband education, training, and technology through Spectrum Digital Edu-cation. The nonprofit organizations that receive grants through this program align with the Company’s desire to educate community members on the benefits of broadband and how to use it to improve their lives. In 2021, Charter awarded $1 million in grants to 49 nonprofits, increasing the program’s total investment to $7 million ingrants, plus in-kind donations – all in support of broadband education acr
	A nonprofit grantee in Cleveland, Ashbury Community Services, Inc. (“ACS3”), has leveraged its awards to provide access to devices, connectivity, and specialized digital literacy training for older adults. The educational programs have enabled this organization to help seniors enhance their technology skills using digital devices and tools, improving their quality of life.
	Spectrum Employee Community Grants assist nonprofit organizations where our employees volunteer that pro-vide critical services, such as food pantries, homeless shelters, and job placement programs. Employees who have volunteered with the nonprofit for at least one year nominate organizations to receive funding, enabling them to further their missions in local communities. For example, an employee in Honolulu nominated the Hawaii Foodbank for a grant and the organization received a $10,000 contribution to s
	Spectrum News
	Spectrum Networks operates 34 news networks across 12 states. Spectrum News is an important part of Charter’scommitment to the communities we serve. With journalistsembedded in local communities, Spectrum News provides original hyperlocal stories, news, and weather reports, along with issues-based and objective public affairs pro-gramming relevant to viewers. We also provide the Spec-trum News application where customers can read, watch,and listen to news stories by our Spectrum News journal-ists and local 
	Spectrum News is committed to providing fact-based and unbiased content, particularly on sensitive, human rights, and democracy issues. Examples of this commitment include: 
	Our commitments are further reinforced by the Group Vice President (“GVP”) of Spectrum Networks News Standards and Practices who oversees and is responsible for news principles and journalistic standards as defined in our . Vice Presidents of Content, News Directors, andManaging Directors monitor local content to ensure com-pliance with our standards and guidelines. Our News Stand-ards and Practices Policy is reviewed and revised for relevancy on a continuous basis. In addition to acknowledging the review o
	Spectrum Networks is supported by a News Standards Advisory Committee, which was created to help Spectrum Networks answer some of the most difficult questionsaround journalism ethics, freedom of expression, andsocial responsibility. We encourage our employees to report any violation of the policy or our standards. The GVP and News Standards Advisory Committee are respon-sible for ensuring compliance with our standards and review any reported violation. The GVP is responsible for collecting and tracking all 
	Spectrum News ranked as the number one source of news for Spectrum customers in December 2021,averaging more than 2.6 million daily-viewing house-holds across its linear and digital platforms.
	Cybersecurity and privacy at Charter
	As a connectivity provider, we take the protection of our customers’ privacy seriously. We value and rely on their trust and loyalty.
	Charter maintains a series of privacy-related disclosures across all business lines and subsidiaries addressing the personal data of its customers and consumers of its products and services, including a comprehensive, consumer-facing privacy policy that applies to all Charter consumer-facing products, services, websites, and applications, as well as consumer interactions with our call centers, stores, and online tools. Charter maintains additional consumer-facing privacy policies that address certain state-
	Our , as well as additional inform-ation about our overall privacy practices, is available to consumers on our website and can be accessed from any Spectrum-managed webpage a consumer visits. The Spectrum Privacy Policy describes the types of information we collect; how we may collect, use, and share that information; the choices our consumers have regarding such use and sharing, including marketing and adver-tising preferences; and the consumer privacy rights that may be available under applicable law when
	Charter maintains a comprehensive series of internalpolicies governing access control and protection in place for various types of data classifications, including enhanced requirements for personal or sensitive data (which may include account information, location data, customer proprietary network information (“CPNI”), pay-ment card industry data, and other types of personal information). For example, Charter maintains heightened access restrictions for customer information, including requiring not only cu
	Charter has a Chief Information Security Officer (“CISO”), Cyber Security Council (“CSC”), and Security Executive Steering Committee (“Security ESC”) that collectively oversee cybersecurity across the Company. The CISO focuses on cybersecurity and the overall protection ofthe Charter internal network and related processes, policy, training, and actions to protect customer and employee data. The CSC, which meets bi-weekly and is comprised of the CISO and senior leaders across the organization, operates under
	We have a comprehensive cybersecurity program to manage cybersecurity risk that leverages the NIST cybersecurity framework to inform, evaluate, and continuously improve our cybersecurity program. Our security policies, proce-dures, and technologies are influenced by NIST 800-53 for security controls and supplemented with several lines of support. Our teams perform regular threat assessments, vulnerability scans, and targeted penetration testing. Our Internal Audit function executes an annual audit plan that
	We also conduct periodic privacy risk assessments at the enterprise level that include review of our individual pro-ducts and services and how our practices may affect customer data. These privacy risk assessments occur throughout the product life cycle, including when our data collection and use practices may change. 
	In the event of an incident, Charter follows its data breach and incident response plan as well as an incident management process. Charter’s incident response plan includes policies that govern executive escalations and notifications involving cyber events and incidents. Our Security Operations Center monitors, detects, and responds to security incidents, in accordance with our incident response plans, that are maintained at the technology and business unit level. 
	All of our employees receive cybersecurity and data pri-vacy management training on at least an annual basis, and we conduct regular cybersecurity and privacy awareness-raising activities on the latest cybersecurity trends and privacy implications affecting customer data. Some functional departments with increased exposure to sensitive information receive additional and more frequent training, as appropriate. Our agreements with contractors also generally require them to receive cybersecurity and data priva
	The Company requires all contractors, service providers, and business partners with access to personal information or critical IT environments to review and adhere to our security and privacy policies and related standards of how we treat data, what information we collect from customers, how and under what circumstances such data can be used, and how such data should be treated and handled. Our contractor agreements explicitly require our contractors to abide by specific policy requirements, particularly fo
	Charter places security-related contractual obligations on our third parties, including, but not limited to, access controls, vulnerability management, secure coding practices, breach notification, and security awareness training. For vendors that offer SAAS solutions that involve PII, we also require third-party attestation of their security practices such as a SOC2 or ISO27001 certification. Charter’s internal policies govern the Company’s rules for sharing, disclosing, and making available consumer PII t
	We have completed our roll out of Advanced Home WiFi, which is now available to 100% of Internet serviceable homes passed. With the mission to optimize home net-works, Advanced Home WiFi provides Spectrum Inter-net® and WiFi customers with detailed visibility and control over connected devices on their home networks through the My Spectrum application. 
	The network scheduling feature, which provides customers with control over WiFi availability for certain devices and times of day, enables parental control schedules to be set for children’s devices. Advanced Home WiFi also enables customers to limit access entirely to unknown devices attempting to get on the network. This offering is built on a software platform that allows us to launch additional network-based security and control features for customers. Advanced Home WiFi also provides remote telemetry f
	In 2022, we will begin rolling out Spectrum Security Shield across the residential footprint on the Advanced Home WiFi platform. This network-based security protects all devices in the home from cybersecurity threats across the Internet while safeguarding customers from malicious websites. This will be in combination with Spectrum’s free Security Suite, which provides endpoint protection to computers in the home, defending against viruses, spyware, and threats from malicious actors across the Internet.
	In 2021, we brought the capabilities of Advanced Home WiFi to multiple dwelling units as Advanced Community WiFi. With Advanced Community WiFi, tenants receive the same visibility and control over their apartment’s WiFi networks through the My Spectrum App, while building managers will be able to see and manage the entire building’s network through a purpose-built prop-erty service portal.
	We offer enterprise customers multiple network security services to safeguard against Internet threats and protect their network operations. DDoS Protection is a subscription-based service that protects customers’ networks against volumetric attacks by automatically identifying and mitigating threats. Managed Security Service strengthens customers’ Internet security by providing a fully managed and maintained firewall to protect against threats while securing site-to-site and remote connections. 
	As set forth in the Spectrum Privacy Policy, we commit to:
	Broadband Internet access is more important than ever for education, employment, healthcare, and daily life. Yet, millions of households and businesses – especially among vulnerable communities and in rural areas – still lack access or have not adopted broadband Internet service. High-quality, high-speed Internet access supports new employment opportunities, enables remote educa-tion, and expands the innovative aspects of the knowledge and information economy. A recent report from the FCC shows that 14.5 mi
	Charter is committed to connecting more communities, and in 2021, this commitment was recognized as Spectrum Internet® was ranked No. 1 in rural Internet service in the U.S. News & World Report 2021-22 “Best Rural Internet Service Providers” rankings.
	In 2021, we announced that we expect to invest over $5 billion over the next six years, a portion of which we expect to offset with government funding, including $1.2 billion of support won in the Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (“RDOF”) and other federal, state, and municipal grants that are available, or that we expect to become available, to expand our network and offer reliable broad-band services of up to 1 Gbps to one million unservedand underserved customer locations in states where we currently opera
	Our goal is to expand our network 
	Affordability
	Expanding broadband access goes beyond geographical reach, as it also means expanding affordability. One of Charter’s major tenets is to provide quality services at low rates. We have specialized offerings to enhance affordability for particularly vulnerable populations. 
	We are making our Internet product more accessible and affordable through Spectrum Internet® Assist, our standalone, low-cost Internet service. Qualified households can receive low-cost, high-speed 30 Mbps service with no data caps and a free modem. Spectrum Internet® Assist is available to eligible low-income families and seniors across our footprint.
	In addition, Charter’s Remote Education Offer ran through May 2021 and provided two months of free Spectrum Internet to new Spectrum Internet households with K-12th graders, college students, and/or educators. In May 2021, as part of our commitment to help close the digital divide, we began participating in the FCC’s Emergency Broadband Benefit Program (“EBB”) to help connect eligible households with high-speed Internet. The EBB program provides eligible low-income households with monthly credit of up to $5
	Our Spectrum Enterprise Stay Connected K-12 program enables schools to offer high-speed, cable broadband Internet access directly to their students, educators, and staff in their own homes so learning and teaching are uninterrupted. Stay Connected K-12 combines the speed and reliability of Spectrum Internet with sim-plified program management as students’ families and faculty members are not billed for the service. Stay Connected K-12 is flexible, allowing school districts to add students when needed, with 
	Accessible products and services
	Charter’s inclusive line of services and solutions are uniquely designed to empower each one of our customers. We are helping customers connect to what matters most with the latest technology to support their needs. 
	Based upon an internal analysis using American Community Survey data from the U.S. Census for 2014-2019, more than one out of eight people in Charter’s footprint have a disability. Our overall footprint rate for people with a disability is somewhat higher than the national average, and in some of our largest designated market areas and pockets outside our largest cities, it is significantly higher. With this significant opportunity to serve people with disabilities through our accessibility offerings, we ar
	The goal of the Spectrum Accessibility Center of Excellence is to create empowering and inclusive experiences for our customers and employees. We focus on designing universal product experiences that work for everyone. Our team of accessibility engineers – many of whom are native users of assistive technology themselves – create universal and accessible experiences in all phases of pro-duct and service development, deployment, sales, mark-eting, and customer support. In 2021, we launched a dedicated disabil
	Charter partners across the business to ensure that our customer-facing employees have the skills and confidence they need to support customers with disabilities. Our Accessibility Learning team provides accessibility training for the developers who work on our internal tools, and they partner with each business unit’s learning teams so that customer-facing employees are familiar with disability etiquette and can provide education and support for product features that are frequently used by customers with d
	In 2020, we announced the launch of Spectrum Access, a free application designed to provide entertainment access to persons with vision or hearing disabilities. The Spectrum Access application enhances the user enter-tainment experience by enabling customers to play audio description or closed captioning directly from their phone or tablet. The Spectrum Access application continued to grow its user base and content in 2021, extended features to include auto resync, and also won the inaugural award from the 
	The Accessibility Center of Excellence works closely with the Industrial Design team to make sure both hardware and consumer packaging are tested and as accessible as our software. In 2021, based on user feedback, we launched a remote overlay that simplifies the user experience by only exposing buttons essential to the video experience. This overlay is beneficial for those with acognitive or visual disability, and for some seniors. In 2021, we also added a new feature to Spectrum Guide with Guide Narration 
	We are committed to promoting our products and services responsibly by putting our residential and business customers at the forefront of everything that we do. This starts with ensuring Spectrum materials are created in a manner that complies with our legal and regulatory commitments as well as our own internal standards and policies. We ensure customer-facing marketing materials are truthful and accurate, and that they communicate the value of Spectrum products in a straightforward, easy to understand man
	We are committed to customer satisfaction through first-rate customer service and thorough complaint resolution processes. Customers with a question or complaint may contact us via phone, chat, or U.S. Postal Service; we also offer a 24-hour hotline, maintained by a third party, which allows whistleblowers, employees, contractors, vendors, customers, and others to raise concerns. Customer complaints, including those received from regulatory agencies and Charter’s senior executives, are taken very seriously 
	The table below contains Charter’s reporting of our ESG performance with reference to the framework for the Telecommunications Services industry standard. We do not currently disclose all indicators included in the standard but have focused on those most relevant to Charter where we have sufficient information. We will continue to evaluate areas for additional disclosure in the future. All data is as of (or for) the year ended December 31, 2021, unless otherwise noted.
	The below table is a summary of our ESG activities with reference to the recommendations of the TCFD. Our 2021 CDP Climate Change Survey Response, available on our , contains additional information on our climate-related activities. For convenience, we provide references to 2021 CDP questions as they overlap with the TCFD guidelines. We continue to evaluate areas for additional disclosure and plan to disclose information in our 2022 CDP Climate Change Survey Response.




